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Dr. Franklin (Frank) E. Moak was born in 1925 in Sweetwater, Mississippi. Moak served as Dean of the Division
of Student Personnel at the University of Mississippi from 1964 to 1981 where he also taught higher education
courses. Before being hired on at the University of Mississippi he taught at Columbia University from 1958-1960.
Scope and Content Note
Consists of correspondence, newspaper clippings, reports, publications, lectures, speeches, buttons, banners,
posters, and other documents related to Frank Moak life, the Moak family, the University of Mississippi, higher
education, Oxford Rotary Club, and other subjects.
Series 1 (University of Mississippi) : reports, programs, correspondence, brochures, notes, newspaper clippings,
and other documents related to Frank Moak’s time at the University of Mississippi. Series 1 Subseries 1 (Greek
Organizations) : correspondence, building plans, member lists, directories, programs, applications, financial
documents, publications, meeting notes, and other documents for fraternities, sororities, and pan-Hellenic
organizations at the University of Mississippi. Series 1 Subseries 2 (Higher Education) : correspondence, exams,
student papers, dissertation drafts, proposals, handbooks, guidelines, notes and other documents related to higher
education at the University of Mississippi. Course materials are from Frank Moak’s classes. Series 1 Subseries 3
(Buildings) : dedication programs, building plans, newspaper clippings, research notes, and scrapbooks related to
building on the University of Mississippi campus. Series 1 Subseries 4 (Publications) : newspaper clippings,
reports, programs, directors, bulletins, brochures, and other publications printed by or for the University of
Mississippi. Subjects include chancellor reports, higher education, departments, commencements, campus events,
and student organizations. Series 1 Subseries 5 (Graduation and Honor Societies) : correspondences, notes, degree
candidate lists, and programs. Subjects include commencement, Omicron Delta Kappa, and Phi Kappa Phi. Series
1 Subseries 6 (Correspondence) : letters to and from Frank Moak and interdepartmental correspondence at the
University of Mississippi. Series 1 Subseries 7 (Committees and Councils) : meeting minutes, correspondence,
notes, and reports. Subjects include the chancellor, Faculty Senate, award committees, search committees, Student
Affairs Council, and Graduate Council. Series 1 Subseries 8 (Southern Studies) : correspondence, newsletters, and
reports from the Center for Southern Studies. Subjects include the founding of southern studies and their progress.
Series 1 Subseries 9 (University History) : Frank Moak’s research notes, correspondence, and drafts of Ole
Missiana and other publications Moak on the University of Mississippi’s history. Series 1 Subseries 10 (Other) :
surveys, reports, correspondence, programs, newspaper clippings, and other documents. Subjects include student
discipline, studies, retirement, faculty, and campus guests.
Series 2 (Non-University of Mississippi) : correspondence, notes, programs, newspaper clippings, bulletins,
reports, and other documents not related to the University of Mississippi. Subjects include higher education, other
universities, William Faulkner, Mississippi, and Oxford. Series 2 Subseries 1 (Faulkner Research) : notes, drafts,
and correspondence related to Frank Moak’s Faulkner research. Also contains notes and brochures related to
Faulkner conferences. Series 2 Subseries 2 (Correspondence) : letters to and from Moak not related to the
University of Mississippi. Subjects include employment positions and visitors. Series 2 Subseries 3 (Mississippi) :
programs, newspaper clippings, meeting notes, directories, and publications related to the state of Mississippi.
Subjects include education, chamber of commerce, special events, and demographics. Series 2 Subseries 4
(Education Publications) : newspaper clippings, journals, and other articles on general education not related to the
state of Mississippi or the University of Mississippi. Subjects include higher education, administration, teaching,
and campus life. Series 2 Subseries 5 (Education Associations & Councils) : bulletins, programs, handouts,
correspondence, and reports. Subjects include American Council of Education, NASPA, and conferences such as
the Southern Dean’s Conference Series 2 Subseries 6 (Other Universities) : correspondence, booklets, reports,
brochures, notes, and other documents related to other universities such as Columbia, New York University,
University of Georgia, and Yale. Subjects include graduate studies, chancellor reports, and entrance qualifications.
Series 2 Subseries 7 (Organizations) : correspondence, notes, newsletters, and other documents related to
organizations such as Baptist Student Union, Lions Club, and the YMCA. Series 2 Subseries 8 (Other) : resumes,
correspondence, court cases, brochures, newspaper clippings, programs, notes, and other documents. Subjects
include churches, legislation, and honor dinners.
Series 3 (Personal) : correspondence, speeches, notes, programs, newspaper clippings, and other documents
related to Moak’s personal life. Series 3 Subseries 1 (Moak Family) : newspaper clippings and articles on Frank
Moak’s family. Subjects include competitions, awards, education, and recitals. Series 3 Subseries 2 (Speeches) :
Moak’s speeches, presentations, notes, correspondence and programs. Series 3 Subseries 3 (Publications) : drafts
of Moak’s articles for publication. Series 3 Subseries 4 (Travel Information) : travel vouchers and receipts from
Moak’s travels. Series 3 Subseries 5 (Other) : programs, correspondence, ticket stubs, agenda notes, ticket stubs,
and other documents. Subjects include Moak’s curriculum vitae, biography, appointment to position at Columbia
University, and competitions.
Series 4 (Rotary Club) : correspondence, programs, newsletters, brochures, speeches, financial documents, and
other documents related to the Oxford and International Rotary Club. Series 4 Subseries 1 (Correspondence) :
letters to and from Moak related to the Rotary Club along with general secretary letters. Series 4 Subseries 2
(Oxford Club) : notes, attendance records, lists, and financial documents. Series 4 Subseries 3 (Publications) :
newspaper clippings and newsletters for the Oxford and International Rotary Clubs. Publications include the
Governor’s Monthly Letters and the Rotary Times. Series 4 Subseries 4 (Rotary Foundation) : newspaper clippings,
correspondence, pamphlets, and handbooks related to the Rotary Kidney Foundation and Rotary Foundation
Scholarships. Series 4 Subseries 5 (Study Exchange) : newspaper clippings, correspondence, brochures, notes, and
Moak’s diary from the Rotary Study Exchange Switzerland and Colombia programs. Series 4 Subseries 6
(Conferences) : correspondence, pamphlets, handouts, and notes from district and international Rotary conferences.
Series 4 Subseries 7 (Other) : workbooks, forms, holiday cards, and documents on other Rotary clubs.
Series 5 (Restricted) : papers, exams, applications, and student information. Items are restricted because they
contain personal information such as grades or social security numbers. Series 5 Subseries 1 (Classes) : student
exams, papers and information from Moak’s classes. Series 5 Subseries 2 (Graduate School) : student information
for oral exams and graduate comprehensives. Series 5 Subseries 3 (Other University of Mississippi) : student
information for scholarships and Jackson branch. Series 5 Subseries 4 (Rotary Foundation Scholarship) :
information on award applicants.
Series 6 (Oversize) : blueprints, charts, and posters related to the University of Mississippi. Subjects include
fraternities and university statistics.
Series 7 (Artifacts) : buttons, a pin, banner, and stamp collection. Subjects include the University of Mississippi
and the Oxford Rotary Club.
User Information
Prefered Citation
Franklin E. Moak Collection, Archives and Special Collections, J.D. Williams Library, The University of
Mississippi
Access Restrictions
The Franklin E. Moak Collection is open for research. This collection includes photographs that are stored at an
off-site facility. Researchers interested in using collection photographs must contact Archives and Special
Collections at least two business days in advance of their planned visit.
Copyright Restrictions
The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, United States Code) governs the making of photocopies or other
reproductions of copyrighted material. Under certain conditions specified in the law, libraries and archives are
authorized to furnish a photocopy or other reproduction. One of these specified conditions is that the photocopy or
reproduction is not to be "used for any purpose other than private study, scholarship or research." If a user makes a
request for, or later uses, a photocopy or reproduction for purposes in excess of "fair use", that user may be liable
for copyright infringement.
Related Material
Resources at the University of Mississippi
Reardon, Thomas J. Frank Moak’s legacy: Dean of Division of Student Personnel, The University of Mississippi,
1964-1981. University of Mississippi, 2000. (PhD Dissertation)
For more collections related to the University of Mississippi, see our University of Mississippi subject guide.
For more collections concerning higher education, see our Education subject guide.
Separated Material
Photographs (described in Series 8) have been removed to Collection Photographs for preservation.
Arrangement
This collection is arranged in 8 series.
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Series 1. University of Mississippi
Series 1 Subseries 1. Greek Organizations
Fraternities
1.1 Alpha Chi petitioning Lambda Chi Alpha , 1950-1952
1.2 Alpha Tau Omega correspondence, 17 September 1953
1.3 Beta Theta Pi correspondence and member lists, October 1929-June 1948
1.4 Beta Theta Pi building plans, 1950- 1952
1.5 Chi Psi correspondence, 1957-1968
1.6 Chi Psi correspondence and authorizations, 1969-1973
1.7 Delta Gamma house plans, February-April 1951
1.8 Delta Kappa Epsilon correspondence and records, June 1929-March 1948
1.9 Delta Kappa Epsilon centennial celebration, April-July 1950 and November-December
1974
2.1 Delta Psi St. Anthony Hall plans, 1964-1965
2.2 Delta Psi St. Anthony Hall financing plans, c. 1965
2.3 Delta Psi St. Anthony Hall scrapbook, 1967-1968
2.4 Delta Psi principal address at grand chapter meeting, 28 December 1965
2.5 Delta Psi meeting minutes, 1965-1967
2.6 Delta Psi meeting minutes, 1986 January
2.7 Delta Psi correspondence and member lists, July 1931-November 1960
2.8 Delta Psi donation correspondence, 1957, 1979-1983
2.9 Delta Psi correspondence and meeting notes, 1965-1967
2.10 Delta Psi correspondence, September 1982-March 1983
2.11 Delta Psi correspondence and note, July 1983- March 1985
2.12 Delta Psi 1964 directory and 1988 dinner invitation, 1964 and 1988
2.13 Delta Psi directory, February 1992
2.14 Delta Psi list of committee members, officers, and organizations, 1988
2.15 Delta Psi scholarship fund correspondence, notes, and financial statements, 1966-1973
2.16 Delta Psi house mother contract, Undated
2.17 Delta Psi fund raising drive, 1964
2.18 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) financial correspondence, 1959-1971
2.19 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) financial statements, payments, and correspondence, 1969-
1976
2.20 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) financial correspondence, 1972-1985
3.1 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) financial statements, payments, and correspondence, 1977-
1980
3.2 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) financial statements, 1984-1985
3.3 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) check stubs, December 1965-November 1967
3.4 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) chapter fund drive correspondence and financial
documents, January 1982-December 1983
3.5 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) financial documents, 1965-August 1985
3.6 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) bank statements, March-June 1983
3.7 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) hall contracts and change order, 1965-1966
3.8 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) booklet with correspondence, c. 1963
3.9 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) meeting minutes and financial documents, 1963-1967
3.10 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) hall deed of trust, loan agreement, and construction
contract, 1967-1982
3.11 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) correspondence, notes, and financial statements, 1974-1985
3.12 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) alumni directory, 1976
3.13 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) meeting correspondence, March-December 1981
3.14 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) meeting invites and bank statements, May 1981-1982
4.1 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) fire insurance policies, 1982
4.2 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) minutes, correspondence, and personal notes, 1983
4.3 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) scholarship applicants, December 1984-Janurary 1985
4.4 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) Chi chapter booklet, Undated
4.5 St. Anthony Club (Delta Psi) blank stationary, Undated
1.10 Delta Sigma Pi and Delta Psi correspondence, June- December 1969
1.11 Delta Sigma Pi correspondence, directory, and newsletters, May 1947- August 1968
1.12 Delta Tau Delta correspondence and member lists, March 1964- December 1968
1.13 Delta Tau Delta publications, 1969
1.14 Kappa Alpha Alpha Upsilon newsletter, Fall 1987
1.15 Kappa Delta Pi A Diversity Seminar program, 2 April 1993
1.16 Kappa Delta Pi correspondence and bi-laws, May 1952, June 1962-November 1966
4.6 Kappa Kappa Gamma transfer of lease correspondence, March 1949-March 1951
4.7 Kappa Sigma campus officer report correspondence, October-November 1949
4.8 Lambda Chi Alpha correspondence, December 1949-April 1951
4.9 Phi Beta Kappa correspondence and documents related to chapter establishment ,
February-October 1979
4.10 Phi Beta Kappa correspondence on chapter applications, November 1988-June 1990
4.11 Phi Delta Kappa correspondence and newsletters, November 1964-May 1966
4.12 Phi Delta Theta member lists and correspondence, October 1929-August 1947
4.13 Phi Delta Theta CAPPS case, March-June 1943
4.14 Phi Epslion Pi correspondence, January-December 1950
4.15 Phi Kappa Alpha correspondence and financial statements, June 1948-July 1952
4.16 Phi Kappa Alpha correspondence, March 1953-December 1960
4.17 Phi Kappa Psi correspondence, October 1938- September 1948
4.18 Phi Kappa Psi correspondence and policies, May 1941-March 1952
4.19 Phi Kappa Sigma correspondence and rosters, February 1949-Janurary 1952
4.20 Phi Kappa Sigma chapter creation, 1943-March 1952
5.1 Phi Kappa Tau papers and house plans, 1961-1967
5.2 Phi Kappa Tau correspondence, constitution, and complaints, October 1968-Janurary
1974
5.3 Phi Kappa Alpha correspondence, April 1929-November 1947
5.4 Phi Kappa Phi correspondence, member lists, and bulletins, February 1937- October
1951
5.5 Sigma Alpha Epsilon correspondence, March 1931-Janurary 1952
5.6 Sigma Alpha Epsilon correspondence, February 1954-December 1960
5.7 Sigma Alpha Epsilon pledge manual, Undated
5.8 Sigma Chi correspondence, March 1957-March 1960
5.9 Sigma Chi correspondence and vouchers, December 1956- December 1960
5.10 Sigma Chi financial correspondence and budget statements, December 1956-March 1958
5.11 Sigma Nu advisor appointment correspondence, December 1949
5.12 Sigma Phi Epsilon correspondence, March 1936-Septemebet 1958
5.13 Sigma Phi Epsilon regulations, February 1943
6.1 Sigma Pi correspondence, November 1947-May 1952
6.2 Sigma Pi correspondence, February 1952-May 1957
6.3 Theta Kappa Phi membership lists and initiation, May 1949-February 1952
6.4 Theta Kappa Phi establishment correspondence, pledge manual, and information
booklets, 1949-1952
Sororities
6.5 Alpha Kappa Alpha establishment newspaper clippings, September 1974
6.6 Chi Omega correspondence and member lists, October 1924-November 1947
6.7 Chi Omega notes on enlarging house, May 1949
6.8 Delta Delta Delta correspondence, September 1948-May 1951
6.9 Delta Gamma correspondence and chapter records, August 1937-April 1944
6.10 Delta Gamma house construction, February-May 1951
6.11 Delta Gamma centennial program, June 1973
6.12 Delta Gamma Anchora magazine, Winter 1979
6.13 Zeta Tau Alpha building plans, May 1951-March 1952
General Greek
6.14 National Interfraternity Conference papers, 1949-1952
6.15 National Interfraternity Conference papers, 1966
6.16 National Interfraternity Conference papers, 1967
6.17 National Interfraternity Conference papers, 1968
7.1 National Interfraternity Conference papers, 1969
7.2 National Interfraternity Conference booklets and correspondence, November 1969-
December 1970
7.3 National Interfraternity Conference papers, 1971-1973
7.4 National Interfraternity Conference papers, 1973-1974
7.5 National Interfraternity Conference directory of deans and Greek advisors, 1987-1988
7.6 Fraternity questionnaire, May 1927
7.7 Fraternity house construction inquiry, October 1934
7.8 Newspaper clippings on other school’s fraternity disturbances, 1949-1950
7.9 Fraternity workshops, 1949-1952
7.10 Fraternity rushing rules, 1950-1951
7.11 Fraternity workshop information folder 1 of 2, 1952
7.12 Fraternity workshop information folder 2 of 2, 1952
7.13 Mississippi fraternity research, c. 1980
7.14 Fraternity Campaign for Ole Miss correspondence, March-July 1982
7.15 Fraternity averages, August 1984
7.16 Sorority house rules, June-September 1938
7.17 Fraternity-sororities scholarship averages, 1939-1949
7.18 Rushing rules pamphlets, 1940-1950
7.19 Initiation requirements, 1946-1952
7.20 Pan-Hellenic rushing regulations, 1939-1952
7.21 Pan-Hellenic council pledging procedures, 1945-1951
Series 1 Subseries 2. Higher Education
Courses
8.1 ED 360 report and tests, Spring 1960
8.2 ED565 rare cases in teacher application examples, Undated
8.3 EDFD 609 student papers and handouts, Spring 1990
8.4 EDFD 609 student papers folder 1 of 2, Spring 1991
8.5 EDFD 609 student papers folder 2 of 2, Spring 1991
8.6 EDFD 609 student papers, Fall 1991
8.7 EDFD 609 syllabus and handouts, Fall 1991
8.8 EDFD 609 class lecture notes, 1992
8.9 EDFD 609 syllabus and handouts, Spring 1992
8.10 EDFD 609 student information and papers, Spring 1992
8.11 EDFD 609 chapter 3 handouts and notes, Fall 1992
8.12 EDFD 609 student papers, Spring 1993
8.13 EDFD 609 and 635 student surveys, January 1992
8.14 EDHE 627 and 652 correspondence, June 1989
9.1 EDAE 635 first session notes, 2 September 1983
9.2 EDAE 635 class resources, Fall 1983
9.3 EDAE 635 student information note cards, Fall 1983
9.4 EDAE 635 student papers, Fall 1983
9.5 EDAE 635 lecture notes folder 1 of 2, 1983-1984
9.6 EDAE 635 lecture notes folder 2 of 2, 1983-1984
9.7 EDAE 635 student papers, Spring 1984
9.8 EDAE 635 articles and course outline, 1985
9.9 EDAE 635 student papers, 1985-1986
9.10 EDAE 635 lesson plan, lecture notes, and articles, Summer 1988
9.11 EDAE 635 roster, exam, and student papers, Fall 1992
9.12 EDAE 635 class handouts, notes, and student papers, Summer 1992 and 1993
10.1 EDAE 635 final exam, Summer 1993
10.2 EDAE 635 articles and handouts, Spring 1993
10.3 EDAE 635 handouts, Undated
10.4 EDAE 635 syllabus, Undated
10.5 EDAE 635 objectives, Undated
10.6 EDAE 635 lecture overheads, Undated
10.7 EDHE 657 handouts, March-April 1963
10.8 EDHE 657 lecture and group work sessions, 1966
10.9 EDHE 657 handouts on high-school graduates and university enrollments, 1966-1986
10.10 EDHE 657 handouts, 1972-1973
10.11 EDHE 657 handouts on board of trustees of state institution of leaning finance
information, 1978-1980
10.12 EDHE 657 student papers and reading lists, Summer 1981
10.13 EDHE 657 handouts on faculty salaries, 1982-1983
10.14 EDHE 657 student papers, Spring 1984
10.15 EDHE 657 syllabus and lecture, Fall 1984
10.16 EDHE 657 lecture notes and articles, 1984-1986
11.1 EDHE 657 syllabi, notes, and handouts, Fall 1984 and Spring 1988
11.2 EDHE 657 class lectures, handouts, and correspondence, 1986-1988
11.3 EDHE 657 student papers and bibliography note cards, Spring 1988
11.4 EDHE 657 bibliography note cards, Spring 1988
11.5 EDHE 657 student final exams and roster, Fall 1989
11.6 EDHE 657 booklets related to higher education, Undated
11.7 EDHE 657 articles/publications on higher education, Undated
12.1 EDHE 657 binder 1, folder 1 of 2, Undated
12.2 EDHE 657 binder 1, folder 2 of 2, Undated
12.3 EDHE 657 binder 2, folder 1 of 2, Undated
12.4 EDHE 657 binder 2, folder 2 of 2, Undated
12.5 EDHE 658 final exam, c. 1985
12.6 EDHE 658 handouts, Undated
12.7 EDHE 659 student reports, 1978, 1982, and 1984
12.8 EDHE 659 student reports, Summer-Fall 1980
12.9 EDHE 659 student reports, Fall 1980
13.1 EDHE 659 class handouts and exams, 1988
13.2 EDHE 659 final exam and student papers, December 1988
13.3 EDHE 659 finance session 1 articles and lecture notes, Fall 1990
13.4 EDHE 659 student papers, Fall 1990
13.5 EDHE 659 notes and lesson plans, 1990
13.6 EDHE 659 student papers, Summer 1991
13.7 EDHE 659 student reports, Spring 1993
13.8 EDHE 659 final exams, Undated
13.9 EDHE 659 articles for class, Undated
13.10 EDHE 659 higher education handouts, Undated
13.11 EDHE 662 student papers, Summer 1986
13.12 EDHE 662 student papers, Undated
13.13 EDHE 663 newspaper clippings for handouts, 1988
13.l4 EDHE 663 class syllabi, roll, and notes, 1990
13.15 EHDE 663 final exams, Undated
13.16 EDHE 663 mid-semester exams, Undated
13.17 EDHE 663 chapters 1-3 lecture notes, Undated
13.18 EDHE 663 handouts, Undated
13.19 EDHE 665/666 purpose, guides, and chapter information, Undated
14.1 EDHE 666 course information and student papers, Summer 1986
14.2 EDHE 666 student papers, notes, and class handouts, 1986
14.3 EDHE 666 student article reviews, Summer 1987
14.4 EDHE 666 lecture notes, Undated
14.5 EDHE 689 student papers, 1984
14.6 EDHE 689 student papers, Spring 1984
14.7 EDHE 689 resources and exams, Spring 1984
14.8 EDHE 689 topic reports, March 1984
14.9 EDHE 689 notes and attendance sheets, Spring 1984 and Summer 1985
14.10 EDHE 689 chapter notes, Summer 1985
14.11 EDHE 689 student papers, Spring 1986
14.12 EDHE 689 student papers and handouts, Spring 1986
14.13 EDHE 689 student papers, Spring 1987
14.14 EDHE 689 chapter 17 and 18 notes, Undated
14.15 EDHE 689 handouts, Undated
14.16 EDHE 690 organization and administration of student personnel, class meetings binder,
folder 1 of 2, Undated
15.1 EDHE 690 organization and administration of student personnel, class meetings binder,
folder 1 of 2, Undated
15.2 EDLD 651 student papers, Summer 1991
15.3 EDLD 651 student papers, Undated
15.4 EDLD 651 handouts, Undated
15.5 EDLD 656 student papers, October 1992
15.6 EDLD 658 syllabus and notes, 1990
15.7 EDLD 658 final exams, Summer 1993
15.8 EDLD 658 student papers, Undated
15.9 EDLD 658 final exams and student papers, Summer 1993
15.10 EDLD 730 syllabus and notes, 1991
15.11 EDLD 730 student papers, folder 1 of 2, Summer 1991
15.12 EDLD 730 student papers, folder 2 of 2, Summer 1991
16.1 EDLD 730 lectures, handouts, and student papers, Fall 1991
16.2 EDLD 730 student papers, Fall 1992
16.3 EDLD 730 lecture notes, roster, and class handouts, Fall 1992
16.4 EDLD 730 publications for class handouts and roster, c. 1992
16.5 EDLD 750 class project Applying Total Quality Improvement to the Comprehensive
Examination Process, December 1993
24.16 Student papers, unknown class, 1980-1981
24.17 Student papers, unknown class, 1982
24.18 Student papers, unknown class, 1985-1987
25.1 Student papers, unknown class, 1988-1991
25.2 Student papers, unknown class, Fall 1989
25.3 Student papers, unknown class, 1990
25.4 Student papers, unknown class, c. 1992
25.5 Student papers, unknown class, Spring 1992-Summer 1993
25.6 Student papers, unknown class, Undated
25.7 Comprehensive exams, 1972-1974
25.8 Classes resource and schedules from binder, 1984-1987
26.13 Mann, Michael independent study paper and correspondence, 1985-1989
25.9 Class roster and notes, c. 1986
25.10 Handouts for Moak’s higher education classes, c. 1990
26.12 Scheduling for Anna Hallgren, 1981
25.11 Article clippings related to higher education, c. 1990
25.12 Class materials for Jackson campus, 1991
26.1 Correspondence and notes related to higher education classes, 1989-1992
26.2 Correspondence and notes related to higher education classes, August-October 1991
26.3 Class text book orders and syllabi, Summer 1992
26.4 Class handouts on education, c. 1993
26.5 Articles for higher education classes, Undated
26.6 EDHE class handouts, Undated
26.7 Class lecture on liberal arts, Undated
26.8 Student roster/information for classes, Undated
26.9 Student information note cards, Undated
26.10 Higher education course syllabi, Undated
26.11 Higher education course scheduling, 1990-1991
50.7 Moak’s student evaluations, Spring 1990-1993
Dissertations and Practicum
16.6 Adams, Roland Anthony dissertation proposal and correspondence, December 1983-
November 1988
16.7 Allen, Charles F. dissertation draft, Governor William Jefferson Clinton, 1991
16.8 Allen, Charles F. correspondence and dissertation draft, Governor William Jefferson
Clinton, 1991
16.9 Ammons, John F. dissertation proposal and correspondence, April 1989- November
1993
16.10 Beck, Alex doctoral committee correspondence, December 1977
17.1 Bedwell, R. thesis draft, October 1991
17.2 Bentley, Gail dissertation chapters and correspondence, October, no year
17.3 Bevill, Sandra H. dissertation draft, Mississippi County Community College, September
1990
17.4 Bost, William dissertation correspondence and chapter, 1969-1972
17.5 Burns, Earl Homer dissertation draft, Differences Between College Algebra Grades of
Freshmen Students in the Mississippi Community College System Who Take A
Mathematics Course Their Senior Year of High School and Those Who Do Not, 5 March
1990
17.6 Burns, Earl Homer dissertation draft, Differences Between College Algebra Grades of
Freshmen Students in the Mississippi Community College System Who Take A
Mathematics Course Their Senior Year of High School and Those Who Do Not, March
1990
17.7 Clark, Russel L. dissertation draft, Teacher-Principal Partnership in Two Arkansas
Public Junior High Schools, December 1995
17.8 Colvin, Martha committee information and dissertation draft, Attitudes Toward Patient
Education Among Associate and Baccalaureate Prepared Registered Nurses in Georgia,
1988-1989
17.9 Colvin, Martha dissertation draft, Attitudes Toward Patient Education Among Associate
and Baccalaureate Prepared Registered Nurses in Georgia, 1989-1990
17.10 Cook, Ann Homer dissertation draft, A Survey of Selected Public Policy-Makers in the
Deep South States of Arkansas, Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Tennessee to
Identify Their Attitudes and Perceptions of the Desegregation Process of Higher
Education, August 1993
18.1 Cooke, Joseph Dawson Jr. dissertation draft, A History and Analysis of Prisoner
Education in Mississippi, August 1990
18.2 Cooke, Joseph Dawson Jr. dissertation draft, A History and Analysis of Prisoner
Education in Mississippi, September 1990
18.3 Cooke, Joseph Dawson Jr. dissertation presented to Frank Moak, A History and Analysis
of Prisoner Education in Mississippi, December 1990
19.1 Cox, James Larry dissertation draft, John William Provine (1866-1949) President of
Mississippi (1897-1898, 1911-1932) A Biography, folder 1 of 2, May 1993
19.2 Cox, James Larry dissertation draft, John William Provine (1866-1949) President of
Mississippi (1897-1898, 1911-1932) A Biography, folder 2 of 2, May 1993
19.3 Davidson, Lelon dissertation proposal, December 1990
19.4 Dearman, Catherine Elizabeth Nored dissertation draft, The Relationship Between the
Reading Ability of Students Enrolled in Master’s Degree Nursing Programs and the
Readability of the Research Texts They Use, May 1988
19.5 Dillon, Nancy dissertation committee correspondence, June 1983
19.6 Dobbins, Michael C. dissertation proposal and correspondence, Fall 1989
19.7 Dobbs, Sharron L. dissertation proposal and chapter drafts, The History of Jefferson
College 1802-1848, 1986
19.8 Duncan, Peggy B. correspondence and dissertation draft, Women Mentoring Process,
May-June 1993
19.9 Edwards, Ishmell dissertation proposal and correspondence, February-July 1992
19.10 Faust, Terry Lyn correspondence and dissertation chapters 1-3, Articulation: Perceptions
of Alabama Two-Year College Transfer Students at the University of Alabama and
Alabama Two-Year College and the University of Alabama Officials, November 1992-
Janurary 1993
19.11 Faust, Terry Lyn dissertation draft, Articulation: Perceptions of Alabama Two-Year
College Transfer Students at the University of Alabama and Alabama Two-Year College
and the University of Alabama Officials, December 1992-Janurary 1993
19.12 Ferryman, Andrew V. dissertation proposal for EDHE 666, May 1985
20.1 Flippin, James A. dissertation proposal, June 1977-April 1979
20.2 Freeman, Gwile Paul dissertation draft, The Career Advancement of Women
Administrators in Higher Education: Trends, Barriers, and Progress, May 1992
20.3 Gibson, Nola K. dissertation proposal, worksheets, and notes, 1992
20.4 Gibson, Nola K. dissertation draft, A Biography of Governor William F. Winter with
Special Emphasis On His Contributions to Improving Education in Mississippi, February
1993
20.5 Gill, Alice dissertation prospectus, Faculty Perceptions of Faculty Development
Programs at Public Community Colleges in Mississippi, Spring 1992
20.6 Gill, Alice dissertation draft chapters 1-3, Faculty Perceptions of Faculty Development
Programs at Public Community Colleges in Mississippi, September-December 1992
20.7 Gill, Alice dissertation draft, Faculty Perceptions of Faculty Development Programs at
Public Community Colleges in Mississippi, December 1992
20.8 Greenlaw, Harrison Southworth dissertation proposal, 1979
20.9 Gwin, Mary Elizabeth dissertation proposal, chapter 1 draft, and correspondence, Study
Abroad: A Plan For Better Coordination and Information Delivery Through Computer
Technology, 1984
20.10 Hakim, Pamela Taylor dissertation draft, A Study to Determine the Effectiveness of
Computer Assisted Instruction with Adults Enrolled in Basic Skills Courses in
Mississippi During 1990, October 1990
20.11 Ham, Randy correspondence and dissertation draft, A Study of the Effectiveness of the
NASSP Assessment Center as a Method For Selecting School Principals, December
1990
20.12 Hayden, Robert A. correspondence and dissertation draft, A Projection of Nursing
Manpower Needs in Georgia’s Acute Health Care Facilities, June-October 1991
20.13 Hayden, Robert A. correspondence , 1992
20.14 Heindl, Kathy Boutwell dissertation proposal, August 1993
20.15 Heindl, Kathy Boutwell dissertation proposal, Undated
20.16 Hewlett, Peggy O’Neil dissertation proposal and correspondence, November-December
1991
21.1 Holcomb, Donald A. research proposal, September 1992
21.2 House, Barbara Jones dissertation draft, A Comparison of the Effects of Computer-
Assisted Instruction and Traditional Instruction on Nursing Licensure Examination
Score, December 1987
21.3 Houston, Shelton Larue dissertation draft, Collaborative Research in
Electronics/Electrical Engineering Technology Programs in the U.S., February 1988
21.4 Jefcoat, Harvon Greggory dissertation proposal , 1990
21.5 Jefcoat, Harvon Greggory dissertation draft, The Organization of Academic Advising
Services in America’s Rural Community Colleges, May 1991
21.6 Johnson, Joyce Young dissertation committee correspondence, October 1990
21.7 Joyce, Barbara dissertation draft, Student’s Academic Performance in Nursing as a
Function of Student and Faculty Learning Style Congruency, September 1987
21.8 King, Beth Franklin dissertation proposal, 1993
21.9 Langley, Suzanne dissertation proposal, September 1986
21.10 Lassiter, Ethel Minett dissertation proposal and correspondence, June-July 1988
21.11 Laurent, Dianna dissertation proposal, 1992
21.12 Little, Rosa Rita Dorsey dissertation proposal, Spring 1993
21.13 Little, Rosa Rita Dorsey dissertation chapters 4 and 5 drafts, September 1993
21.14 Lovelady, Clarence S. dissertation draft, A Study of Influential Variables, Especially
Faculty-Student Interaction, Affecting Student Retention, August 1992
22.1 McDonald, Zella Carothers dissertation draft, The Impact of a Self-Awareness Approach
to Staff Development on the Attitudes of Elementary Teachers Toward Education, July-
August 1992
22.2 McMilin, Bob doctoral committee correspondence, January-July 1979
22.3 Mann, Michael graduate personnel reference and correspondence, March 1993
22.4 Marshall, Martha Ann Ray dissertation draft, The Relationship of Sequence of
Childbearing to the Professional Career Development of Women in Higher Education,
December 1986
22.5 Morris, Murl Dale dissertation proposal, August 1990
22.6 Morris, Murl Dale dissertation correspondence, 23 September 1990
22.7 Morris, Murl Dale dissertation draft, Survey and Initiation of a Concept Proposal for the
Implementation of a Community College Educational System Designed Specifically for
the Needs of the Western Band of the United Lumbee Nation, May 1991
22.8 Ouzts, Florence dissertation committee meeting and drafts, 1989-1990
22.9 Ouzts, Florence dissertation draft, Undergraduate Student’s Perception of Native and
Non-Native English Speaking Graduate Teaching Assistants, Fall 1990
22.10 Sabin, Linda dissertation proposal, October 1993
22.11 Shell, Robert Michael dissertation proposal, July 1993
22.12 Smith, Kathy Wilma dissertation chapter 1 draft, A Study of the Values of Students
Enrolled in Rust College During the 2nd Semester of the 1991-1992 School Year and the
Valued Hoped for by the Faculty and Administrators, 1992
22.13 Smith, Kathy Wilma dissertation draft, A Study of the Values of Students Enrolled in
Rust College During the 2nd Semester of the 1991-1992 School Year and the Valued
Hoped for by the Faculty and Administrators, March 1993
22.14 Smithers, Allen O. dissertation proposal, survey forms, and correspondence, December
1989
22.15 Spears, Gary Lee dissertation draft, A History of Northwest Mississippi Community
College 1926-1990, September 1990
22.16 Taylor, William Douglas doctoral committee correspondence, June-July 1978
23.1 Terry, Patricia S. A Research Proposal for the Study of Level of Self-Esteem in
Underachieving Students in a Population at Risk, 1992
23.2 Terry, Patricia S. dissertation proposal and correspondence, May-June 1993
23.3 Thomas, Constantine P. dissertation draft, An Historical Study of the Mississippi
Teachers Corps, March 1993
23.4 Washburn, William N. dissertation prospectus and correspondence, March-April 1986
23.5 Watson, Frances E. dissertation proposal and chapter drafts, Dr. Alfred Hume: His
Leadership as Vice Chancellor, Acting Chancellor, and Chancellor of the University of
Mississippi (1905-1945), 1986
23.6 Westbrook, Jerry doctoral committee correspondence, November 1978-May 1979
23.7 Wood, Charlotte Ann dissertation proposal, July 1989
23.8 Unknown dissertation on 1982 Mississippi education legislation with corrections,
chapters 1-7, Undated
23.9 Unknown dissertation on 1982 Mississippi education legislation with corrections,
chapters 8-11, Undated
23.10 Unknown dissertation on 1982 Mississippi education legislation with corrections,
chapters 12,13, and bibliography, Undated
Graduate School
23.11 Dissertation proposal information for faculty, 1972-1983
24.1 Dissertation research guidelines, 1987
24.2 Dissertation research and student topics, 1987
24.3 Correspondence related to student dissertations, August 1990-Janurary 1991
24.4 Dissertation proposal correspondence and guidelines, October-November 1991
24.5 Student proposal titles and defense lists, 1993
24.6 List of UM PhD graduates, 1949-1954
24.7 List of UM PhD graduates, 1955-1957
24.8 List of UM PhD graduates, 1957-1959
24.9 List of UM PhD graduates, 1972-1978
24.10 Mullins, Andy practicum, Spring 1980
24.11 Bush, Pam practicum, Vision of Greatness, Fall 1990
24.12 Christian, Sharon Kay practicum, Fall 1990
24.13 Peaches, John F. practicum, An Overview of Rust College’s Special Services Programs,
16 May 1991
24.14 Peaches, John F. practicum, The Need for a Transition Study in Desoto County,
Mississippi, Undated
24.15 Practicum in student personnel services conference, Summer 1988
50.8 Higher education graduate program information, 1958-1981
50.9 Higher education graduate program information and correspondence, 1982-1988
50.10 Graduate program information, c. 1984
50.11 Requirement for graduate school, 1984-1987
50.12 Graduate school procedures correspondence and forms, 1985-1986
50.13 Request for the transfer of graduate credit from another institution blank forms, c. 1988
50.14 Graduate school acceptance correspondence, 1986
50.15 Graduate school acceptance correspondence and notes, 1992
50.16 Graduate school acceptance correspondence and notes, November-December 1992
50.17 Graduate school acceptance correspondence and notes, April-June 1993
Series 1 Subseries 3. University Buildings
27.1 Alumni Association blank note card with Alumni house drawing from 1951, c. 1980
27.2 Dr. and Mrs. R. Faser Triplett Alumni Center renovation commemorative, 24 October 1997
27.3 Dedication of new Baptist Student Center program and correspondence, 17-20 October 1974
27.4 Bishop Hall dedication program, 2 February 1969
27.5 Richard Malcom Guess, memorial and dedication of Guess Hall, April-November 1961
27.6 Henry Minor Faser Hall School of Pharmacy dedication program, 14 June 1970
27.7 Hume Hall dedication program, 16 October 1964
27.8 Student Union construction correspondence, September 1961-March 1972
27.9 Student Union construction correspondence with consultant Porter Butts, May 1961-March
1964
27.10 Student Union building committee, April 1961-November 1971
27.11 Preliminary Report on a Union Building for the University of Mississippi, 1961
27.12 Building Program for the Ole Miss Union, 1963
27.13 Student Union building plans newspaper clippings, June-October 1972
27.14 Student Union newspaper clipping quoting Moak, Summer 1972
27.15 Student Union newspaper clipping from Precept with picture and building plans, Fall 1972
27.16 Student Union construction newspaper clippings, February-May 1973
27.17 Student Union newspaper clipping from Tupelo Daily Journal with Moak on building
progress, 2-3 February 1974
27.18 Student Union construction and opening newspaper clipping from scrapbook, October 1975-
July 1976
27.19 Student Union scrapbook, January 1976-October 1977
27.20 Student Union correspondence on Frank Everett quote for building, October 1978
27.21 Student Union laying of the cornerstone speeches and program, 11 November 1978
28.1 Ventress Hall card from R. Gerald Tuner, c. 1985
28.2 John Davis Williams Library dedication program, 7 September 1979
28.3 University class and building memorials correspondence and research notes, 1996-1997
Series 1 Subseries 4. Publications
28.4 Mobley, Mary Ann, Miss America 1959, articles and correspondence, 1958-1990
28.5 Mead, Lynda Lee Miss, America 1960, articles and correspondence, 1958-1961
28.6 Miss Mississippi for 1961 Miss America pageant newspaper clippings and even invitation,
1961
28.7 Race relations at University of Mississippi newspaper clippings and correspondence, 1962-
1970
28.8 Puckett, Patsy, 1st Alternate Miss America, newspaper clippings , 1965-1966
28.9 Moak president of Delta Psi-Phi chapter wins honors, Oxford Eagle, 26 May 1966
28.10 Student beer riot notes and newspaper clippings, December 1967
28.11 Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey speech at University of Mississippi newspaper clippings
and interdepartmental correspondence, April 1968
28.12 Various newspaper clippings related to the university, August 1969-December 1981
28.13 Archie Manning article in Sports Illustrated, 14 September 1970
28.14 Moak quoted on changes in university bookstore, Daily Mississippian, 30 October 1972
28.15 Moak’s reaction to program at State, Daily Mississippian, 20 September 1972
28.16 Law school newspaper clippings, 2 February 1972 and 11 September 1974
28.17 Moak on open house plans, Daily Mississippian, 19-23 October 1972
28.18 Moak quoted on adjustments of colleges to racial problems, Tupelo Times, 10 January 1973
28.19 Dean invites complaints, Daily Mississippian, 1 February 1973
28.20 Moak warns against infringement of voter rights, Daily Mississippian, 23 February 1973
28.21 Robert Wright, editor of Ole Miss, thanks Moak, Daily Mississippian, 3 May 1973
28.22 Modification of women’s rules, Daily Mississippian, May-December 1973
28.23 Moak quoted on reaction to Supreme Court decision, Daily Journal, 13 June 1973
28.24 Moak views cadets at Ft. Bragg, Daily Mississippian, 20 July 1973
28.25 Moak gives invocation at O.D.K. banquet, Daily Mississippian, 4 October 1973
28.26 Moak lifts traffic restrictions, Daily Mississippian, 24 October 1973
28.27 Moak added Dr. Eugene Lee to staff, Oxford Eagle, 24 October 1973
28.28 Moak on dorm issues, Daily Mississippian, November-December 1973
28.29 Off-campus restrictions lifted, Daily Mississippian, 5 December 1973
28.30 Moak quoted in “Search and Seizure”, The Mississippian Magazine, Winter 1973
28.31 Moak comments on meal plan, Daily Mississippian, 14 February 1974
28.32 Dormitory visitations, Daily Mississippian, March-December 1974
28.33 Moak criticized in editorial, Daily Mississippian, 24 April 1974
28.34 Frank “Bruiser” Kinard to become Assistant Dean, Daily Mississippian, 26 June 1974
28.35 Chapel fund, Daily Mississippian, 8 July 1974
28.36 WCBH returns to air, Daily Mississippian, 22 July 1974
28.37 Cable TV on campus, Daily Mississippian, 26 July 1974
28.38 Kinard’s contract, Daily Mississippian, 30 July 1974
28.39 Moak’s research on Rhodes Scholars, Tupelo Daily Journal, 31 July 1974
28.40 Artist series clippings, 10-25 October 1974
28.41 Moak in program for the new Baptist Student Center dedication, Oxford Eagle, 18 October
1974
28.42 Moak in new Baptist Center dedication, The Baptist Record, 24 October 1974
28.43 Moak Speaks at RAP session, Daily Mississippian, 30 October 1974
28.44 Moak dismisses rape rumors, Oxford Eagle, 1 November 1974
28.45 Moak speaks on HEW, Daily Mississippian, 4 November 1974
28.46 Moak quoted on cable TV, Daily Mississippian, 11 November 1974
28.47 Moak on student parking problem, Daily Mississippian, 14 November 1974
28.48 Moak on concert problem, Daily Mississippian, 23 February 1976
28.49 Moak on pets in Village, Daily Mississippian, 9 March 1976
28.50 L.L. Love Award newspaper clippings, 29 April 1976
28.51 UM black student affairs newspaper clippings, 1979-1982
28.52 Jamie Kapeghain in Playboy newspaper clippings, 28-29 July 1981
28.53 Cheerleader controversy on campus newspaper clippings, February-March 1983
28.54 Rebel flag controversy newspaper clippings, Spring 1983
28.55 Greek bid-day upset on Fraternity Row newspaper clippings, Daily Mississippian, Fall 1983
28.56 A.S.B. Bogdahn election controversy newspaper clippings, Daily Mississippian, Spring 1983
28.57 Moak reflecting on UM change, Daily Mississippian, 19 July 1985
29.1 Admissions Viewbook, 1979-1980
29.2 Report to the Alumni Association, 14 September 1974
29.3 Ole Miss Alumni Review Vol. 37, No. 3, September 1988
29.4 Associated Student Body inaugural ceremony of officers program, 1 April 1982
29.5 Black Achievement, A Success Story at Ole Miss, c. 1976
29.6 Budget request, The Challenge: To Stabilize and Enhance A System of Universities in
Mississippi, 1988
29.7 Campus Guide, c. 1970
29.8 Campus Guide, c. 1970s
29.9 Campus guide, Second Century of Service , c. 1971
29.10 Report of the Chancellor to the Board of Trustees of Institutions of Higher Learning, 20 June
1974
29.11 Chancellor’s Report to the Board of Trustees, 21 February 1980
29.12 Chancellor’s Report to the Board of Trustees of the State Institutions of Higher Learning,
January 1982
29.13 Chancellor’s trust program sustaining members 7th annual dinner , 30 October 1981
29.14 Coloring Book, Ole Miss, Undated
29.15 Commencement program, 20 August 1967
29.16 Commencement invocation, 14 May 1983
29.17 Directory of Student Organizations, Student Leaders, and Vital Information, 1979-1980
29.18 Directory of Student Organizations, Student Leaders, and Information, 1980-1981
29.19 Directory of Student Organizations, Student Leaders, and Information, 1981-1982
29.20 Directory of Student Organizations, 1982-1983
29.21 Directory of Student Organizations, 1984-1985
29.22 Division of Student Affairs, Mission, Role, and Scope, July 1984
29.23 Doctoral program evaluation report, March 1986
29.24 Educational leadership doctoral degree program brochures, Undated
29.25 Excellence in Mississippi Community Colleges Survey of Administration and Faculty, Undated
29.26 Experience Red and Blue bulletin, 1972
29.27 Fact Book for the university, 1955-1965
29.28 Faulkner and the Craft of Fiction, Faulkner and Yoknapatawpha conference program , 2-7
August 1987
30.1 Chancellor Porter Lee Fortune’s inauguration invitation and correspondence, April 1969
30.2 Chancellor Porter Lee Fortune’s inauguration program, 17-18 April 1969
30.3 Housing brochure, Movin’In , 1987
30.4 FEM annual report, 1975-1976
30.5 Graduate accomplishments, unknown publication, Undated
30.6 Guidelines For Site Supervisors, Department of Educational Leadership, c. 1991
30.7 Handbook for Adult Learners, Undated
30.8 Honor organizations manual, 1989-1990
30.9 Independent study course booklets, 1985-1993
30.10 Instructional Enrollment Projection Methods, University of Mississippi Oxford Campus, 1978
30.11 The University and Integration program, 21 February 1963
30.12 Handbook of Standards and Activities, 1981-1982
30.13 Intramural Recreational Services Handbook, 1986
30.14 Journalism week program, 1-4 April 1986
30.15 Law Center, James McClure memorial lecture in law program, 28 January 1991
30.16 Leontyne Price in Honor of Women’s Centennial, the University of Mississippi program, 21
April 1982
30.17 Long Range Plan, 1975-1985
30.18 Management Consultant Study of the University of Mississippi Police Department, 25 January
1977
30.19 A Manual of Theses, Doctoral Essays, and Dissertations, 1988
30.20 Master Plan for Campus, 1975-1985
30.21 Medical Center Directory, c. 1978
30.22 Medical Center Bulletin, 1980-1981
31.1 National Collegiate Driving Championship folder, Undated
31.2 Ole Miss Greeks, State of the System Report, 1992
31.3 Organization Manual, 1958
31.4 Organization Manual, November 1966
31.5 Parent brochures, c. 1980
31.6 Percy, Ann The History of the Black Student Union at the University of Mississippi, December
1993
31.7 Document 2, Policies and Procedures Handbook, c. 1989
31.8 Policy Manual for Student in the School of Education, c. 1991
31.9 Precept, Summer 1975
31.10 Procedures for Requesting Equipment, Supplies, and Services, 1981
31.11 Recruitment/Retention Task Force, Report 1, 7 January 1983
31.12 Religious emphasis week pamphlets, 1938-1948
31.13 Sesquicentennial charter day convocation program, 24 February 1994
31.14 Seymour Lawrence reading room dedication invitation, 17 April 1993
31.15 Report to Chancellor Fortune from the Committee Appointed to Study Programs and Services
For Women, July 1979
31.16 Report of the Reaffirmation Committee Commission on Colleges Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools, 10-13 April 1989
31.17 School of Business Administration at the University of Mississippi Programs, Services,
Faculty Profiles , 1981
31.18 School of Education Faculty/Staff Expertise Directory and Speakers Register, c. 1990
31.19 School of Education Professional Development School Site Guide, Spring 1992
31.20 School of Education Policies and Procedures Handbook, Spring 1992
32.1 School of Education NCATE Institutional Report, folder 1 of 3, Spring 1992
32.2 School of Education NCATE Institutional Report, folder 2 of 3, Spring 1992
32.3 School of Education NCATE Institutional Report, folder 3 of 3, Spring 1992
32.4 Total Quality Management, A Seminar Series Sponsored by the School of Education program,
Spring 1991
32.5 Some Highlights of Ole Miss brochure, c. 1980s
32.6 The Southern Register, Summer 1991
32.7 Student Personnel Looks Ahead, Student Personnel Administration, Undated
32.8 The Greatest Accomplishments of the University of Mississippi Since Its Founding in 1848,
Undated
32.9 Traffic Rules and Regulations, 16 September 1971
32.10 Traffic rules and parking map, 1992
32.11 Tupelo regional campus brochure, Fall 1987
32.12 Universidad Industrial de Santander Departmento de Planeacion Proyecto de Inversiones and
Resiencias Estudiantiles handbooks from Bucaramanga-Colombia, c. 1972
32.13 Women’s Residential Staff Handbook, 1960-1961
32.14 Women’s centennial program for Alumnae weekend , 10-11 September 1982
32.15 Women’s centennial program 40th annual honors day program, 7 April 1983
Series 1 Subseries 5. Graduation & Honor Societies
32.16 Hall of Fame correspondence, 1946-1948
32.17 Hall of Fame programs, notes, and biographies, 1978-1984
32.18 Hall of Fame notes, Undated
33.1 Who’s Who and Honor List, 1977-1980
33.2 Honor program selection and applications and honor’s council, 1982 and 1986
33.3 List of honorary doctorates conferred from 1854 to 1931, Undated
33.4 Degrees granted list, 1957
33.5 Degree candidates, 14 August 1977
33.6 Degree candidates, 14 May 1978
33.7 Omicron Delta Kappa correspondence and newsletters, 1963-1966
33.8 Omicron Delta Kappa 10th annual tap day program, 23 April 1964
33.9 Omicron Delta Kappa, Moak’s membership certificate, 10 January 1965
33.10 Omicron Delta Kappa 12th annual tap day program, 26 April 1966
33.11 Omicron Delta Kappa achievement surveys, February 1986
33.12 Omicron Delta Kappa conference, 18-20 March 1988
49.6 History of Alpha Phi Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa, 1988
49.7 Omicron Delta Kappa history, Undated
33.13 Omicron Delta Kappa Alpha Phi Circle point sheet and related information, Undated
33.14 Phi Kappa Phi initiates and information, 1978-1980
33.15 Phi Kappa Phi undergraduate nominees, Spring 1982
33.16 Phi Kappa Phi former officer list and program, 1985
Series 1 Subseries 6. Correspondence
33.17 UM chancellors correspondence, 1915-1937
33.18 Governor J.P. Coleman and Malcolm Guess correspondence and newspaper clippings , 1937-
1959
33.19 W.C. Potter correspondence, 1938-1949
33.20 Illinois Central Railroad correspondence on acquiring scrap metal, April 1943-June 1967
33.21 Moak’s American Legion scholarship correspondence with UM, August-September 1944
33.22 A.B. Butts and Moak correspondence, December 1944-November 1946
33.23 Ole Miss annual yearbook correspondence, June 1945-February 1946
34.1 R. Malcolm Guess retirement letters, August-September 1955
34.2 R. Malcolm Guess retirement letters, 1955
34.3 Alfred P. Sloan foundation correspondence with Thomas E. Ford, April 1958-June 1968
34.4 Moak’s correspondence and speech to Mississippi chapter of the international association of
personnel in employment security , August-November 1960
34.5 UM and Meredith case record (copy) correspondence and notes, 1962
34.6 Dean Morse’s Memorandum of 10-22-1965 Regarding the Suspension of Two Students from
the School of Law correspondence, 27 October 1965
34.7 Dean Love correspondence on student offenses, 1965
34.8 Felix Robb and UM commencement correspondence and programs, August 1966
34.9 UM chancellor position correspondence, February-September 1967
34.10 Men’s faculty club correspondence, November 1968
34.11 Chancellor Porter Fortune Jr. correspondence and notes, 1968-1975
34.12 Chancellor Porter Fortune Jr. correspondence and notes, 1968-1977
34.13 Campus incident involving African-American students correspondence and newspaper
clippings, February-March 1970
34.14 UM traffic issues correspondence, September 1971-September 1973
34.15 UM health services correspondence, 1971-1977
34.16 UM student organizations correspondence, 1972-1974
34.17 Moak and Chancellor Fortune correspondence on music and band scholarship increases, 3
May 1973
34.18 New faculty orientation speech correspondence, 20-24 August 1973
34.19 Board budget review correspondence, 14-15 March 1974
34.20 Dr. Paul W. Murrill correspondence, 1974-1982
35.1 Scholarship, grants, and other university relations correspondence and notes, 1977
35.2 Moak to Chancellor Fortune on reorganization of the police department, 1978
35.3 David Matthews, University of Alabama President, correspondence, 1978
35.4 James V. Jones Jr. and Mr. H.S. Khadem correspondence on Iranian-Moslem students, 7-9
November 1979
35.5 UM general correspondence and notes, 1979-1980
35.6 Willie Morries speech at UM correspondence, February-August 1980
35.7 Policy for expulsion for tampering with fire equipment in the dorms correspondence, 24
November 1980
35.8 UM related correspondence to Moak, February-September 1981
35.9 Moak’s correspondence and chapter Leadership Development: The Hallmark of Ole Miss,
September-October 1981
35.10 Vice Chancellor Dr. Peter Wagner correspondence and articles, 1981-1982
35.11 Student discipline correspondence, January 1982
35.12 Jack Gear correspondence on fraternity expenses, February 1982
35.13 Black Studies incident correspondence, 5 April 1982
35.14 University planning correspondence, 30 August 1982
35.15 Sam Magill correspondence, October-November 1982
35.16 Student’s “rude outburst” correspondence, 16-17 February 1983
35.17 UM search for new chancellor correspondence and newspaper clippings, 1983
35.18 Department of education correspondence to Moak, August 1983-July 1984
35.19 Project ELEVATE proposal correspondence, November 1983-Janurary 1985
35.20 Student graduation and defense correspondence, 1985-1993
35.21 Recommendation correspondence, 1986-1992
35.22 Baptist student campus work annual report and correspondence, January 1992
35.23 Dr. David W. Cox nomination for tenure track correspondence, March 1992
35.24 Interdepartmental correspondence on UM goals statement, February 1978
35.25 Interdepartmental correspondence, 1983-1986
35.26 Interdepartmental correspondence, January 1984-August 1985
36.1 Interdepartmental correspondence, 1988-1991
36.2 Interdepartmental correspondence, April-July 1991
36.3 Interdepartmental correspondence, June-July 1992
36.4 Interdepartmental correspondence, 1992-1993
36.5 Moak’s UM general correspondence, May 1968-Janurary 1971
36.6 Moak’s UM general correspondence, 1971-1973
36.7 Moak’s UM general correspondence and notes, 1974-1975
36.8 Moak’s UM general correspondence and notes, folder 1 of 2, 1976
36.9 Moak’s UM general correspondence and notes, folder 2 of 2, 1976
36.10 Moak’s UM general correspondence and notes, folder 1 of 2, 1977
36.11 Moak’s UM general correspondence and notes, folder 2 of 2, 1977
36.12 Moak’s UM general correspondence, September 1977
37.1 Moak’s UM general correspondence and notes, 1977-1978
37.2 Moak’s UM general correspondence and notes, folder 1 of 2, 1978
37.3 Moak’s UM general correspondence and notes, folder 2 of 2, 1978
37.4 Moak’s UM general correspondence, January 1978-January 1979
37.5 Moak’s UM general correspondence, July-September 1980
37.6 Moak’s UM general correspondence, January-December 1981
37.7 Moak’s UM general correspondence, January-December 1982
37.8 Moak’s UM general correspondence, January-December 1983
37.9 Moak’s UM general correspondence, 1983-1984
38.1 Moak’s UM general correspondence, 1984-1985
38.2 Moak’s UM general correspondence, 1992-1993
38.3 Moak’s UM general correspondence, 1993
38.4 Moak’s UM general correspondence, 1995-1996
Series 1 Subseries 7. Committees & Councils
38.5 Administrative committee documents, Undated
38.6 Associated student body and student faculty correspondence and meeting notes, 17-26 April
1968
38.7 Alumni Association Board of Directors Invocation speech and report booklet, 21 September
1973
38.8 Alumni Association Board of Directors meeting notes, 2-7 February 1982
38.9 Board of Trustees meeting agenda and notes, 20 June 1967
38.10 Board of Trustees of Institutions of Higher Learning member biographical data, March 1980
38.11 Chancellor’s Administrative Council meeting notes and correspondence, 1981-1982
38.12 Chancellor’s scholarship committee, 1982
39.1 Division Heads meeting minutes, 1974-1977
39.2 Division Heads meeting minutes, 1977-1978
39.3 Faculty Housing Committee correspondence and meeting minutes, 1983-1986
39.4 Faculty Senate meeting minutes, 1963-1986
39.5 Faculty Senate meeting minutes, 1973-1974
39.6 Faculty Senate meeting minutes, 1975
39.7 Faculty Senate meeting minutes, 1976
39.8 Faculty Senate meeting minutes, 1977-1978
39.9 Minutes of the Faculty Senate, 5 May 1982
39.10 Faculty Senate meeting minutes, 1981-1986 [not inclusive]
39.11 Faculty Senate meeting minutes, October 1983-February 1984
39.12 Faculty Senate meeting minutes and correspondence, March-July 1987
40.1 Faculty Senate meeting minutes, 1987-1988
40.2 Faculty Senate meeting minutes, 1989-1993
40.3 Faculty Senate meeting minutes and notes, 1991
40.4 Dr. and Mrs. Fortune Committee to plan retirement banquet, January-April 1984
40.5 Graduate Council meeting minutes, 1975-1976
40.6 Graduate Council meeting minutes, 1977-1978
40.7 Graduate Council meeting minutes, 1979-1980
40.8 Honors Council minutes, articles, and correspondence, 1983-1987
40.9 Institutional Purpose Committee member lists and purpose statements, c. 1987
40.10 Institutional Review Board correspondence and surveys, folder 1 of 2, 1990
40.11 Institutional Review Board correspondence and surveys, folder 2 of 2, 1990
40.12 Legislative Committee meeting correspondence, November 1982-February 1983
40.13 L.L. Love Award Committee memorial and award establishment, 1962-1971
41.1 L.L. Love Award Committee meeting notes, luncheons, and dinners, 1963-1976
41.2 L.L. Love Award Committee graduates in student personnel and award candidate, 1967-1973
41.3 L.L. Love Award Committee plaque orders, 1967-1972
41.4 Search Committee for Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs correspondence, October-
November 1972
41.5 Search Committee for Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs correspondence and meeting
minutes, 1972-1973
41.6 Search Committee for Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs correspondence and meeting
minutes, 1972-1973
41.7 Search Committee for Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs meeting minutes, 1973-1974
41.8 Self-Study Sub-Committee report on student personnel, April 1967
41.9 Self-Study Institution Purpose Committee meetings and correspondence, 1985-1987
41.10 Self-Study statement of purpose correspondence, 1987
42.1 Self-Study Faculty/Administrative questionnaire, March 1988
42.2 Self-Study Steering Committee graduating student questionnaire correspondence, February-
March 1988
42.3 Standing University Committees list, 1983-1984
42.4 Student Affairs Council notes, July 1981 and October 1982
42.5 Student Affairs Council correspondence, meeting minutes, and notes, 1981-1982
42.6 Student Publications Committee correspondence and meeting minutes, 1982-1987
42.7 Student Senate speech by Moak, 6 November 1973
42.8 University Mascot Committee newspaper clippings, correspondence, and senate bill on colonel
reb’s horse, 1979
Series 1 Subseries 8. Southern Studies
42.9 Institution for Southern Studies proposal and Barnard Observatory dedication, February 1948-
October 1992
42.10 Center for the Study of Southern Culture correspondence, July 1976-January 1980
42.11 Center for the Study of Southern Culture beginnings, May 1977-January 1983
42.12 Southern Studies 1st Annual Report, 1 July 1979-30 June 1980
43.1 Center for the Study of Southern Culture meeting minutes, brochure, and newspaper clippings,
April 1979-February 1982
43.2 Lecture at the Center for the Study of Southern Culture presentation handout, 11 November
1987
43.3 The Southern Register newsletter, Spring 1989
43.4 The Southern Register newsletter, Winter 1989
43.5 Southern Studies course list, Spring 1994
Series 1 Subseries 9. University History
43.6 Moak’s draft on Porter Lee Fortune Jr., Undated
43.7 Moak’s biography of Chancellor Fortune, Undated
43.8 Ole Missiana correspondence on Chancellor Fortune, June 1978-August 1983
43.9 Moak’s Robert B. Fulton research notes, Undated
43.10 Moak’s William L. Fulton research notes, Undated
43.11 Moak’s E.W. Hiligard research notes, 1991
43.12 Moak’s George F. Holmes research notes, Undated
43.13 Moak’s House family, related to Faulkner, research notes, Undated
43.14 Moak’s Alfred Hume research notes, Undated
43.15 Moak’s Andrew A. Kincannon research notes, Undated
43.16 Moak’s L.Q.C. Lamar research notes on speech eulogizing Charles Summer in Congress,
Undated
43.17 Moak’s August B. Longstreet research notes, Undated
43.18 Moak’s research notes Longstreet attendance at the international 4th statistical congress in
London, Undated
43.19 Moak’s Edward Mayes research notes, Undated
44.1 Moak’s Robert Barnard O’Connor research notes, Undated
44.2 Moak’s final revisions on Chancellor Barnard, Undated
44.3 Moak’s Frederick A.P. Barnard research notes, Undated
44.4 Moak’s F.A.P. Barnard research notes, Undated
44.5 Letter to Mrs. F.A.P. Barnard from Civil War prisoner, 17 August 1867
44.6 Moak’s correspondence and articles on F.A.P. Barnard stamp, 1988-1992
44.7 Moak’s William Butler research notes, Undated
44.8 Moak’s research on Lafayette County Butler family research notes, Undated
44.9 Moak’s research on Rowan County, NC Butler family research notes, 1973-1975
44.10 Moak’s research on West Tennessee Butler family research notes, 1972-1974
44.11 Moak’s chapter comments on Dr. Butts, 20 October-3 November 1976
44.12 Moak’s Alfred B. Butts research notes, Undated
45.1 Moak’s Joseph Neely Powers research notes, Undated
45.2 Moak’s Ranson/Ransom family research notes, Undated
45.3 Moak’s correspondence with David H. Reese, descendant on Emanul Faulkner, July-August
1983
45.4 Moak’s Alexander P. Stewart research notes, Undated
45.5 Moak’s John N. Waddel research notes, Undated
45.6 Moak’s John D. Williams notes and correspondence, 1948-1970
45.7 Moak’s John D. Williams research notes, Undated
45.8 Moak’s Dutchman’s Creek Church research notes, 1973
45.9 Moak’s history of campus organization members research notes, Undated
45.10 Moak’s class of 1861 research notes, 1968-1971
45.11 Moak’s “Dean of Men” history correspondence, 14 November 1936
45.11 Moak’s fraternities histories note cards, Undated
45.12 Moak’s fraternities histories research notes and correspondence, 1988-1990
45.13 Moak’s 1st football team at UM research notes, Undated
45.14 Moak’s founders research notes, Undated
45.15 Moak’s memorials research notes, Undated
46.1 Moak;s “University Greys” excerpts and correspondence, May 1969
46.2 Moak’s list of organization members, staff, and award recipients with notes, Undated
46.3 Moak’s UM history sources, notes, table of contents, and acknowledgments, Undated
46.4 Moak’s UM history sources and notes, Undated
46.5 Moak’s UM history research drafts and correspondence, 1973
46.6 Moak’s UM history research notes and correspondence, 1973-1974
46.7 Moak’s UM history research notes, c. 1978
46.8 Moak’s UM history research notes, 1978-1980
46.9 University of Mississippi, Founded 1848, Undated
46.10 A Brief History of the University of Mississippi draft with notes, January 1988
46.11 Moak’s Ole Missiana research articles, Undated
47.1 Moak’s Ole Missiana footnotes, Undated
47.2 Moak’s Ole Missiana notes, folder 1 of 3, Undated
47.3 Moak’s Ole Missiana notes, folder 2 of 3, Undated
47.4 Moak’s Ole Missiana notes, folder 3 of 3, Undated
47.5 Ole Missiana, A Chronicle of Leaders of the University of Mississippi draft , Undated
47.6 Ole Missiana, A Chronicle of Leaders of the University of Mississippi draft , Undated
47.7 Ole Missiana, A Chronicle of Leaders of the University of Mississippi chapter drafts , Undated
48.1 Ole Missiana, A Chronicle of Leaders of the University of Mississippi title page and chapter
drafts , Undated
48.2 Ole Missiana, A Chronicle of Leaders of the University of Mississippi chapter drafts ,
September 1991
48.3 Ole Missiana, A Chronicle of Leaders of the University of Mississippi chapter drafts , Undated
48.4 Ole Missiana, A Chronicle of Leaders of the University of Mississippi chapter drafts , Undated
48.5 Ole Missiana, A Chronicle of Leaders of the University of Mississippi part III draft , Undated
48.6 Ole Missiana, A Chronicle of Leaders of the University of Mississippi part V draft , Undated
48.7 A History of Ole Miss, 1985
48.8 A History of the Alumni Association of the University of Mississippi- 1852-1986, c. 1986
49.1 High Points in History for the University of Mississippi, 23 April 1987
49.2 A History of the Mississippi Baptist Seminary 1942-1988, 1988
49.3 Brief Sketches of the Presidents and Chancellors of the University of Mississippi, 1996
49.4 A History of the University of Mississippi, Undated
49.5 Leadership Development: A Hallmark of Ole Miss History, Undated
Series 1 Subseries 10. Miscellaneous
Finances
49.8 Leadership development grant budget, folder 1 of 3, January-July 1979
49.9 Leadership development grant budget, folder 2 of 3, January-July 1979
49.10 Leadership development grant budget, folder 3 of 3, January-July 1979
49.11 Income and expenditures, 1981
49.12 University planning, finances, and student activities, 1981-1982
49.13 Developing and processing grant or contract applications for external funds, May 1984
50.1 Monthly budget statements, 1987-1991
50.2 Monthly budget statements, 1991-1992
50.3 Budget data, 1991
50.4 Monthly budget statements, 1992-1994
50.5 Monthly budget statements, 1994-1996
50.6 Tax exempt status of foundations, Undated
Alumni and Student Campus Affairs
50.18 Moak’s speech to class of 1942 reunion, 15 May 1982
50.19 Alumni tour of campus and Oxford, 10 May 1991
50.20 Class reunion of 1942 information, 10 May 1992
51.1 A.S.B. code of elections, September 1979
51.2 A.S.B. constitution, Undated
51.3 African-American student information, 14 May 1982
51.4 Black Student Union teach-in correspondence and notes, 14 February 1969
51.5 Black Student Union correspondence on racism to the chancellor, c. 1969
51.6 Black Student Union request response, 10 August 1979
51.7 Discipline, Mayes student accounts of campus incident, November 1948
51.8 Discipline, LaBauve “A” Hall incident student statements and correspondence, 17-18
November 1948
51.9 Discipline, campus police reports, 1948-1949
51.10 Discipline, student offense reports, November 1964
51.11 Discipline, general cases, 1965
51.12 Discipline, weapon cases, 1965
51.13 Discipline, student offenses, 1965-1966
51.14 Discipline, student disciplinary rights, 1966-1970
51.15 Discipline, procedure for campus disturbances, 9 November 1970
51.16 Discipline, copy of consent order of dismissal and waiver of right to formal disciplinary
procedures and related correspondence, 1970
51.17 Discipline, report on incident of car trying to get people in and show them “inappropriate
materials”, January 1974
5.18 Freshman student study, 1961-1962, 1962
5.19 International studies and programs, c. 1975
51.20 R.O.T.C. demonstrations newspaper clippings and correspondence, 1969
51.21 R.O.T.C. list of top ranking student officers, September 1978
51.22 Recruitment, student, 1963-1969
51.23 Resident concerns, 1975
51.24 Resident requirements notes, correspondence, and related documents, 1977
51.25 Resident hall advisor handouts, Undated
52.1 Student personnel brochure and information relating to student governments, 1984-1987
52.2 Student personnel roles vs. faculties handout, Undated
52.3 Student survey, Playboy, 1971
52.4 Withdrawal report forms, Undated
Faculty
52.5 Bryant, Vice-Chancellor W. Alton hall of fame, retirement, and death, April 1930-March
1991
52.6 Culley, Dr. John C., February 1966
52.7 Street, George Martin resolution for retirement, January-February 1985
52.8 Notes on UM employees from various departments, Undated
52.9 Organization of registrar’s office, 12 and 21 May 1971
52.10 Orientation for new faculty, 24 August 1974
52.11 Orientation for new faculty, July 1979-August 1980
52.12 Orientation for new faculty, 1980
52.13 Orientation for new faculty, 21 August 1981
52.14 Order of administrative succession, October 1964-November 1981
52.15 Faculty activity reports for Moak, 1981-1988
52.16 Faculty activity reports for Moak, 1988-1990
52.17 Moak’s UM position contracts and related correspondence, 1960-1992
52.18 University position applications and resumes , 1961-1966
52.19 UM appointment to staff, February-July 1960
53.1 Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs candidates, folder 1 of 2, 1973
53.2 Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs candidates, folder 2 of 2, 1973
53.3 Application for director and assistant professor of education on Jackson campus, 1989
Awards
53.4 Carrier scholarship correspondence and newspaper clippings, 1961-1975
53.5 Guggenheim, Fulbright and other awards to UM faculty, alumni, and students,
September 1981-October 1982
53.6 Navy scholarship information and correspondence, January-May 1966
53.7 Rhodes scholarship, 1984-1992
53.8 Walmart foundation scholarship program criteria list forms for judges, 1983
53.9 UM award of distinction correspondence, clippings, and other related documents, 1989-
1991
53.10 UM award of distinction biographical data on nominees, 1992
Speeches & Visits
53.11 Barnard, Frederick A.P. symposium on American intellectual thought correspondence
and notes, May 1978
53.12 Evers, Mayor Charles flyer for event at Fulton Chapel, 10 March
53.13 Ford, President Gerald’s visit to the university newspaper clippings and notes, 1981
53.14 Fortune, Dr. Porter L. Jr. draft speech The Changing South, 28-30 October 1979
53.15 Humphrey, Vice President Hubert H. question and answer session at UM notes, 25 April
1968
53.16 Kennedy, Senator Edward speech at graduation, 1978
54.1 Kennedy, Senator Edward UM visit, 1966
54.2 Love, Dr. Leston L. Some Reflections on Value and Behaviors address, 17 March 1967
54.3 Moak’s speech to Yalobusha County chapter Ole Miss Alumni Association program, 6
April 1972
54.4 Moak’s speech for dedication of Alpha Delta Pi’s new chapter house, 12 November
1972
54.5 Moak’s lecture for brown bag luncheon on F.A.P. Barnard, 13 February 1980
54.6 Moak’s speech to 1941 fall entering freshmen, 10 October 1981
54.7 Moak’s speech to university dames newcomers and correspondence, 1 September 1987
54.8 Moak’s talk for women’s forum, 10 January 1989
54.9 NCATE visit, April 1992
54.10 Moak’s address for anniversary of laying of the cornerstone of the Lyceum, newspaper
clippings, 16 July 1996
54.11 Moak’s remarks on the designation of the renovated Alumni Center as the Dr. and Mrs.
R. Fraser Triplett Alumni Center, 24 October 1997
54.12 Invocation for chancellor’s trust dinner, Undated
54.13 List of speakers on campus from 1960 October-1968 October, Undated
Miscellaneous
54.14 140th Anniversary of the university correspondence and program, August 1987-
November 1988
54.15 140 Ole Miss Anniversary, 1987-1988 Statistical Profiles of the University of
Mississippi, 1988 July
54.16 Authority for traffic regulations Legislative and Board authority, c. 1971
54.17 Banners, Ole Miss, Undated
54.18 Campus rules and unrest, Fall 1970
54.19 Case studies in readmissionos, Undated
54.20 Court case between John Donald and UM, copy of order and correspondence, June 1970
54.21 Court documents for John A. Donald, et a. vs. UM, 1970
54.22 A Glimpse of the University of Mississippi History for Dr. Jeanette Phillip’s cookbook,
1988
54.23 Goals for the 1980s, July 1982
55.1 Guidance courses notes, 1961
55.2 Honor system correspondence, notes, and constitution, 1945-1964
55.3 Information File correspondence, newspaper clippings, and brochures related to UM,
1976-1980
55.4 Library and Law Library code/mission statement, c. 1988
55.5 Parent’s day schedule, 25 June 1973
55.6 Parking permits for UM vs. Kentucky and Tulane games, 14 October and 11 November
1978
55.7 Programs in higher education questionnaire and survey, April 1989-June 1991
55.8 Racial demonstrations correspondence, reports, and newspaper clippings, April-July
1965
55.9 Racial relations at UM milestones, May 1982
55.10 Religious activities at UM notes, bulletins, and correspondence, 1950-1984
55.11 Tassels Chapter of Mortar Board initiation banquet program, 30 March 1980
55.12 Westbrook, Jerry recommendations, 1966-1995
Series 2. Non-University of Mississippi
Series 2 Subseries 1. Faulkner Research
56.1 Albemarle Parish register research notes, Undated
56.2 Fort family research notes, 1979
56.3 Harrison family research notes, 1972-1981
56.4 Harrison family research notes, 1981
56.5 Hines and Spight family research notes, 1971-1973
56.6 Holcombe family research notes and chapter draft, Undated
56.7 House family research notes, Undated
56.8 Jones County, North Carolina records research notes, Undated
56.9 McAlpin family research notes, folder 1 of 2, 1981-1986
56.10 McAlpin family research notes, folder 2 of 2, 1981-1986
56.11 Powell family research notes, Undated
56.12 Pearce family research notes folder 1 of 2, 1972-1973
56.13 Pearce family research notes folder 2 of 2, 1972-1973
57.1 Powell family research notes, Undated
57.2 Reynolds family research notes, 1973
57.3 Swift family research notes, Undated
57.4 Wayman, Bertie’s notebook research notes, 1973
57.5 Research binder with genealogy and chapter drafts, Undated
57.6 Chapter drafts, 1981
57.7 Chapter drafts with notes, 1990
57.8 Chapter drafts with notes, Undated
57.9 Research notes, Undated
57.10 Outline and preface draft, Undated
57.11 Outlines, Undated
58.1 Research notes and correspondence, 1972-1983
58.2 Research notes and correspondence, 1981-1994
58.3 Research notes and correspondence with International Creative Management, 1981
58.4 Research notes and correspondence with Oxford University Press, 1985-1994
58.5 Research article notes, 1993-1997
58.6 Moak’s manuscript for Faulkner book, Undated
58.7 The Faulkne Family, A Saga of the Faulkners of Yoknapatwapha draft, Undated
58.8 William Faulkner conference committee correspondence, August 1980-March 1981
58.9 Eudora Welty, A Keepsake published for the 14th annual Faulkner and Yoknapatawpha
conference at UM, August 1987
58.10 Faulkner and Yoknapatawpha conference evaluations and correspondence, 1988-1989
58.11 Faulkner conference program and notes, 1994
58.12 First day issue William Faulkner stamp note card, 3 August 1987
58.13 Rowan Oak brochure, c. 1990
Series 2 Subseries 2. Correspondence
59.1 Allain, Bill correspondence, Undated
59.2 Allen, Charles correspondence related to Clinton book, 1992
59.3 Atlanta Junior chamber of commerce correspondence, March-September 1950
59.4 Bailey, Honor Joseph Weldon correspondence, 1968-1969
59.5 Barnett, Ross correspondence, 1965-1967
59.6 Biblo, Senator Theodore G. correspondence, March 1943
59.7 Brademas, Stephen John Jr. correspondence and articles, folder 1 of 2, 1949-1979
59.8 Brademas, Stephen John Jr. correspondence and articles, folder 2 of 2, 1949-1979
59.9 Brademas, John correspondence, 10 February 1987
59.10 Bulger, Paul G. correspondence, February 1979
59.11 Carter, Jimmy correspondence, 1977
59.12 Clark, Honorable Charles correspondence, 1992-1993
59.13 Clark, Justice Tom C. correspondence and newspaper clippings, March-July 1967
59.14 Cochran, Thad correspondence, September-October 1979
59.15 Cofield, “Colonel” J.R. correspondence, April-July 1971
59.16 Community Leaders of America correspondence and brochure, May 1968
59.17 Cooper, Owen correspondence, January 1977
59.18 Cremin, Dr. Lawrence correspondence, notes, and newspaper clippings, 1974-1989
59.19 DeLashment, John correspondence, December 1979-May 1980
59.20 DeRosier, Arthur H. Jr. correspondence and article clippings, October 1974-December 1976
59.21 Douglas, Donald W. correspondence, 12-14 June 1963
59.22 Dunn, Dr. Winfield C. correspondence, 1970-1981
59.23 Eastland, James O. correspondence and banquet program, March-November 1966
59.24 Eastland, James O. and Edward H. Kennedy invitation and correspondence, May 1978
60.1 Education (Moak’s) at Ole Miss correspondence, 1944-1945
60.2 Espy, R.H. Edwin correspondence and dinner program, 1955-1964
60.3 Falkner, Murry C. correspondence , March 1973
60.4 Finch, Charles C. “Cliff” correspondence, December 1970-October 1975
60.5 Guess, R.M. correspondence, November 1944-February 1959
60.6 Hamblin, Robert correspondence, April 1991
60.7 Horne, McDonald K. Jr. correspondence, 9 May 1976
60.8 Howerton, Huey B. Jr. correspondence, August 1945-December 1953
60.9 Humphrey, Hubert correspondence and breakfast program, April-May 1968
60.10 Hutchcraft, Winn Varnon Jr. correspondence, August 1971
60.11 Jenkins, Ray correspondence, May 1966-1980
60.12 Johnson, Paul B. Jr. correspondence, September 1966
60.13 Johnston, P.W. correspondence, November 1969
60.14 Kellog, W.H. Foundation correspondence, January 1969-February 1974
60.15 Leavell, Marian correspondence, June 1945-August 1946
60.16 Long, Gillis W. correspondence and pamphlet, February-July 1948
60.17 Lott, Trent correspondence, June-December 1991
60.18 McCracken, Rev. Robert J. “Jim” correspondence, 1958 and 1967
60.19 Congratulatory letters to Moak for appointment to Dean of Student Personnel, July-August
1964
60.20 Moak, Paul Deane, and Dale Abadie correspondence related to college literary societies, 1979
60.21 Munro, John Richard correspondence and articles, 1960-March 1986
60.22 Munro, John Richard correspondence and introduction, March-April 1986
60.23 Newton, Louie D. correspondence, program, and articles, November 1948-July 1964
60.24 Nixon, Richard correspondence and articles, July-October 1970
61.1 Operation Cultural Bootstrap correspondence and notes, December 1980
61.2 Outstanding Civic Leaders of America correspondence, 1967
61.3 Parish, Carol correspondence, Undated
61.4 Patton, Emma Lou correspondence, January 1960
61.5 Roosevelt, Christopher DuPont correspondence and articles, 1949, June 1964-September 1966
61.6 Secrest, N. Pratt correspondence, May-June 1969
61.7 Sillers, Walter Jr. correspondence and articles, June 1963-1965
61.8 Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company correspondence, January 1948-December
1949
61.9 Stennis, John C. correspondence and article, 1947-April 1967
61.10 Stettinius, Edward R. Jr. correspondence, November 1946
61.11 Stuart, Lt. Colonel Whitney D. correspondence related to his death, December 1982
61.12 Sykes, Minnie D., Moak’s history teacher, correspondence, Undated
61.13 Talmadge, Herman E. correspondence, January 1949-1954
61.14 Teague, Dr. William J. correspondence, July-August 1984
61.15 Trippe, Juan T. correspondence, May and August 1947 and July-December 1984
61.16 University of Conception, Chile visitation correspondence, February-December 1959
61.17 Waller, William and Carole correspondence and notes, 1972-1973
61.18 White, Hugh correspondence and newspaper clippings, 1963-1965
61.19 Whitford, Richard correspondence, January 1960
61.20 Whitten, James L. correspondence and brochures, 1974-1979
61.21 Who’s Who in America correspondence and forms, 1963-1972
61.22 Wright, Luke correspondence, December 1990
61.23 Wright, Warren Jr. correspondence, January 1964
61.24 Visitors, foreign correspondence, January-December 1958
61.25 Williamette Univeristy Dean of Students position correspondence, January-July 1956
61.26 University of Kentucky Assistant Dean of Men position correspondence, March-August 1956
61.27 Drake University Assistant Dean of Students position correspondence, April-June 1956
61.28 University of Arkansas Assistant Dean of Student Affairs position correspondence, April-June
1956
61.29 Science Research Associates staff position correspondence, April-July 1956
61.30 Boston University Instructor position correspondence, May-July 1956
61.31 Troy State College Dean of Students position correspondence, May-July 1956
61.32 University of Cincinnati Union Director position correspondence, June 1956
61.33 University of Illinois Coordinating Placement Office position correspondence, January 1958
61.34 Antioch College presidency position correspondence, January-July 1959
61.35 Mississippi State University presidency position correspondence, 1959
61.36 Northeast Jr. College presidency position correspondence, February-March 1965
61.37 University of Arkansas Dean of Students position correspondence, April-September 1967
61.38 Board of Trustees of Institutions of Higher Learning, Mississippi Executive Secretary position
correspondence, September-December 1967
61.39 Catawba College presidency position correspondence, January-June 1968
61.40 Millsaps College presidency position correspondence, February 1970
62.1 Personal File correspondence, 1959-1960
62.2 Personal File correspondence, 1961-1962
62.3 Correspondence to Moak, 1962-1969
62.4 Personal File correspondence, 1963-1964
62.5 Personal File correspondence, February-July 1965
62.6 Correspondence to Moak, November 1971-October 1971
62.7 Postcards to Moak, 1973-1980
62.8 Correspondence to Moak, January-September 1983
62.9 Moak’s correspondence, February-May 1983
62.10 Personal File correspondence, 1984-1987
62.11 Moak’s correspondence and notes, September 1984-July 1986
62.12 Personal File correspondence, November 1985 and July 1993
62.13 Personal File correspondence, August 1990 and March 1992
Series 2 Subseries 3. Mississippi
Oxford-Lafayette County
63.1 Oxford-Lafayette County Chamber of Commerce meeting minutes, notes and
correspondence, folder 1 of 2, 1968-1972
63.2 Oxford-Lafayette County Chamber of Commerce meeting minutes, notes and
correspondence, folder 2 of 2, January 1968-December 1972
63.3 Oxford-Lafayette County Chamber of Commerce correspondence and newsletter,
August 1970-March 1971
63.4 Oxford High School P.T.A. program, 1965-1966
63.5 Oxford Piano Teacher’s Association honor recital program, 6 May 1973
63.6 Welcome to Oxford city information handout, c. 1980s
Mississippi Education
63.7 Adults as Learners: A Critical Base for Economic Growth and Prosperity in Mississippi
report of the governor’s conference on adult learners, 1985
63.8 College and University Faculties of Home Economics in Mississippi annual conference
handouts, 5 May 1972
63.9 Doctoral Programs in Education Public Institutions of Higher Learning State of
Mississippi report, August 1977
63.10 Jackson Public School District Adopt-A-School Annual Report, 1989-1990
63.11 Jackson State University Founder’s Day Banquet celebrating the 110th anniversary
program, 16 October 1987
63.12 Mississippi Adult Educator newsletter, March 1985
63.13 Mississippi Association of Colleges (MAC) Junior/Senior College conference directory,
1989-1990
63.14 Mississippi Association of Women Deans and Counselors annual workshop program,
22-23 October 1973
63.15 Mississippi College Personnel Association directory, 1977-1978
63.16 Mississippi College Personnel Association directory, 1979-1980
63.17 Mississippi Excellence Advance magazine, December 1970
63.18 Mississippi Education Association Journal material for publication, 1970
63.19 Mississippi Educational Directory, School Bulletin, 1986-1987
63.20 Mississippi Postsecondary Education Planning Board, Five Discussions on
Postsecondary Education
63.21 Mississippi State Department of Education, Five-Year Plan for Educational
Improvement , 1986-1990
64.1 Mississippi State Department of Education, Instructional Leadership: An Essential of
Education , Undated
64.2 Mississippi State Bureau of School Improvement, Structure and Guidelines , 1987
64.3 Mississippi Student Personnel Administration 7th and 8th Annual Conference
correspondence and notes, 1976-1978
64.4 Mississippi Student Personnel 10th Annual meeting correspondence, January-December
1979
64.5 Mississippi Universities Center spring schedule catalog, 1989
64.6 Mississippi University for Women Planned Change- A Mandate Not an Option, October
1981
64.7 Northwest Mississippi Junior College SGA Student Guide, 1984-1985
64.8 Projections of Enrollments for Public Senior Institutions in Mississippi , December 1978
64.9 Summary of the Accreditation Status of Mississippi Institutions of Higher Learning ,
October 1966
64.10 University of Southern Mississippi Fact Book, 1974
Mississippi Publications
64.11 Birth and birth rates for Mississippi, c. 1984
64.12 Mississippi contains information on the state, 1964
64.13 Mississippi magazine, Winter 1972
64.14 Mississippi’s B.E.S.T. report, August 1989
64.15 Mississippi’s B.E.S.T. paper apple cutouts, Undated
64.16 Mississippi Demography abstracts, c. 1980
64.17 Mississippi Heritage Institution meeting handouts, 1985
64.18 Mississippi relating to racial matters newspaper clippings, notes, and correspondence,
1962-1964
64.19 Mississippi telephone directory, January 1978
64.20 Your Group Insurance Benefits as an Employee of the State of Mississippi-
Comprehensive Health Plan , 1984
Series 2 Subseries 4. Education Publications
65.1 American Scholar , “Higher (-Priced) Education” article, Autumn 1989
65.2 C and UB Special Report, N.S.A.-New Troops Learn Tactics of Student Protest article,
Undated
65.3 Collected Department of Higher Education data, 1972-1978
65.4 College costs newspaper clippings, July 1982-January 1984
65.5 College and University Business Administration publication, no title, December 1973-1974
65.6 College Placement Journal materials for publication, 1964
65.7 College self study lecture by W.H. Cowley at Stanford, July 1959
65.8 Moak’s study on determination of quality in colleges and universities in America, draft, 1986
65.9 Founding universities before the American Revolution list of dates, Undated
65.10 Greek Vine newspaper Vol.2 Issues 1 and 2, 1989
65.11 Higher Education and National Affairs newsletter, May-September 1968
65.12 Internal Revenue Service fraternity and sorority donation information, 1966-1979
65.13 NASPA Journal , Vol. 3 No. 1, Vol. 4 No. 1 and 2, October 1965, July and October 1966
65.14 NASPA Journal , Vol. 6 No. 2, Vol. 9 No. 1 and 2, October 1968, July and October 1971
65.15 NASPA Journal , Vol. 10 No. 1, 3, and 4, July 1972, January and April 1973
66.1 NASPA Journal, 55th conference bulletin, April 1973
66.2 NASPA Journal, Vol. 11 No. 3 and Vol. 21 No. 1, 1974 and 1983
66.3 A National Resource, Historically Black Public Colleges and Universities booklet, 1980
66.4 Newsweek on Campus , October 1986 and 1987
66.5 Stone, F.F. The Pedestal and the University article, Undated
66.6 The Prospect for Higher Education booklet, c. 1970
66.7 Publications on higher education finances, c. 1980
66.8 Rainbow of Delta Tau Delta , Winter 1964
66.9 Student Judiciaries and the Problems of College Discipline article, Undated
66.10 Teaching of Composition and the Study of Style booklet, 1967
66.11 Test mean score composite lists from various American universities, 1971-1981
66.12 University Microfilms International, Adult Education, A Dissertation Catalog , 1980
66.13 Who’s A Good Teacher? Booklet, Undated
Series 2 Subseries 5. Educational Councils & Associations
66.14 AAHE College and University bulletin Vol. 20, No. 10 and Vol. 21 No. 9, March 1968 and
February 1969
66.15 AAHE College and University bulletin, May 1969
66.16 American Association of School Administrators (AASA) convention program, Atlantic City,
New Jersey, 14-18 February 1959
66.17 American Council of Education meeting in New Orleans correspondence, July-November
1965
66.18 American Council of Education 61st annual meeting handouts, October 1978
66.19 American Council of Education 75th annual meeting program, 24-27 January 1993
66.20 Arkansas statewide conference on higher education pamphlet, 30-31 October 1985
66.21 Associated Colleges of the South consortium handouts and correspondence, 6-8 June 1992
66.22 National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges 96th annual meeting
roster, Undated
66.23 National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges newsletter, December
1974
66.24 National Association of Student Personnel Administrators, Forum Vol. 1 No. 8, May 1981
66.25 NASPA annual meeting in Toronto, Canada correspondence and handouts, 9-13 April 1983
66.26 National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) Standards, Procedures,
and Policies for the Accreditation of Professional Education Units handbook, January 1990
67.1 National Defense Student Loan Program instructional manual, 1959-1960
67.2 National Student Council, YMA and Southern Area Student Council meeting handouts, 26-28
September 1947
67.3 President to Presidents 2nd annual conference handouts, 25-27 September 1970
67.4 Southeastern Chief Student Affairs officer group meeting in Charlottesville, Virginia travel
information, 2-3 February 1983
67.5 Southern Association for College Student Affairs (SACSA) annual conference handouts and
program, 3-5 November 1982
67.6 Southern Association for College Student Affairs (SACSA) newsletters and member
information, January 1984-February 1985
67.7 Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission report and correspondence,
November 1983
67.8 Southern Association of Colleges and Schools evaluation team notes, October 1972
67.9 Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Manual for Accreditation Commission on
Colleges, 1987 and 1988
67.10 Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Commission on Colleges Annual Report, 1988
67.11 Southern Deans’ Conference in Tampa, Florida correspondence, brochures and notes, 7-9
January 1973
67.12 Southern Deans’ Conference at Emory University program, notes, and travel authorization, 7-8
January 1974
67.13 Student Affairs Conference in Charlottesville, Virginia information and correspondence,
December 1982-February 1983
67.14 Student Affairs Officer Conference in Clearwater Beach, Florida notes and information
packet, 9-11 February 1982
Series 2 Subseries 6. Other Universities
68.1 Arkansas State University 9th annual leadership training conference at Crowley’s Ridge State
park booklet, 12-14 May 1967
68.2 Columbia University summer session class roll, 1946
68.3 Columbia University Alumni Federation correspondence, April 1949-April 1967
68.4 Columbia University, Moak’s acceptance, application, and receipt, 1953
68.5 Columbia University correspondence, 1953-1954
68.6 Columbia University Ed.D. information, March 1954-June 1957
68.7 Columbia University Teachers College correspondence and notes, July 1954-May 1960
68.8 Columbia University Teachers College correspondence related to the student council,
February-June 1963
68.9 Columbia University newsletter and correspondence, August 1968
68.10 Columbia University Teachers College, Information for Employers and Registrants pamphlet,
Undated
68.11 Florida State University, Self-Study Report of the Department of Higher Education, February
1972
68.12 Hinds Junior College district student handbook, 1987-1989
68.13 Jewish Theological Seminary of American correspondence and articles, April 1960 and July-
August 1969
68.14 New York University, Remarks of Dr. John Brademas speech, 19 April 1980
68.15 Southeastern Louisiana State merit system form, November 1982
68.16 Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky correspondence, July-
September 1950
68.17 University of Alabama, Moak’s notes on Lourie Strickland Allen dissertation, Colonel William
C. Falkner: Writer of Romance and Realism , 1972
68.18 University of California Entrance Rules Changed article reprinted from the Los Angeles
Times, 7 January 1968
68.19 University of California, Irvine affirmative action program graduate studies 1980 booklet and
correspondence, October 1979 and 1980
68.20 University of Georgia, The New, New South address by William L. Brady to Sigma Delta Chi,
26 May 1950
68.21 University of Maine chancellor’s report, December 1979
68.22 Whitcomb College guide to a walk-thru simulation exercise, 1985
68.23 Yale University Divinity School correspondence, April-May 1948 and September 1976
Series 2 Subseries 7. Organizations
69.1 Baptist Student Union (Mississippi) retreat correspondence, Moak elected president, 26-27
April 1946
69.2 Baptist Student Union convention in Jackson, Mississippi, Moak presiding, correspondence,
18-20 October 1946
69.3 Baptist Student Union retreat in Moorhead, Mississippi, Moak presiding, correspondence, 25-
26 April 1947
69.4 Hermean society history notes, Undated
69.5 Couer de Lion Commander of Knight Templar Eye Foundation memos, 1949 and Undated
69.6 L.Q.C. Lamar Society reprinted article by Naylor, Thomas, Summer 1970
69.7 Lions Club, Meridian lecture outline, 21 August 1975
69.8 Mason brochures, newsletters, and related documents, 1969-1970
69.9 Grant Park Chapter No. 45 Royal Arch Masons information and correspondence, December
1964-May 1969
69.10 Scottish Rite, Lafayette County Ancient and Accepted booklet and correspondence, January-
December 1969
69.11 Scottish Rite event programs and correspondence, March-December 1976
69.12 Yaraab Temple, Ancient and Arabic Order of Nobles of Mystic Shrine correspondence and
publications, 1949-1964
69.13 YMCA correspondence, folder 1 of 2, 1946-1948
69.14 YMCA correspondence, folder 2 of 2, 1946-1948
69.15 YMCA national student council meeting in Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, Moak’s amendment and
resolution, 29 August-4 September 1947
69.16 YMCA southern area student council, 1st postwar meeting held at Morehouse College, Atlanta
chaired by Moak, correspondence and brochure, 20-22 December 1947
69.17 YMCA, Moak’s lecture on alcohol, 1947
69.18 YMCA review, Past and Present , 1965
69.19 YMCA-YWCA summer conference committee meeting notes held at Bennett College in
Greensboro, North Carolina, 8 February 1948
Series 2 Subseries 8. Miscellaneous
Employment
70.1 Notes on employment and test scores, Undated
70.2 Beasley, T. Gordon resume, Undated
70.3 Tate, Sidney Springfield resume, Undated
Religion
70.4 Laymen’s Day at Methodist Church in Charleston, Mississippi sermon, 18 October 1970
70.5 Laymen’s message for Batesville, Mississippi Presbyterian Church, 12 October 1969
70.6 Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Oxford, Mississippi inquiry about minutes,
November 1982-March 1983
70.7 Summer Evangelistic Program Committee Mississippi Baptist Convention Board
Meeting in Jackson, Mississippi correspondence, 19 January 1948
Judicial
70.8 Deposition to the U.S. District Court, 6 May 1970
70.9 Proceedings of the First Congress of College Literary Societies booklet, 1979
70.10 Section 504 Regulations: Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Handicap in Programs and
Activities article, 13 February 1987
70.11 Men nurses admitted by Supreme Court newspaper clippings, 2-16 July 1982
70.12 National Conference of State Legislatures handouts, 19-21 May 1988
70.13 Sturdivant, Mike for governor letter and brochure, 1983
Receptions & Dinners
70.14 Baker, Howard honor reception invitation on the occasion of his announcement for the
candidacy for U.S. President, November 1979
70.15 Fosdick, Harry Emerson honor dinner program and seating list, 21 May 1957
70.16 Mort, Paul honor dinner program, 17 February 1959
70.17 Universal Brotherhood 10th anniversary dinner booklet, 15 May 1960
70.18 Westminster Fellowship dinner program, 30 August 1983
70.19 Whitten, Jamie L. honor luncheon invitation, 29 November
Programs
70.20 Blue Ridge Assembly Work-Study Program brochures and forms, January 1970
70.21 Columbus Air Force Base Area Civic Leaders program, itinerary, invitation, and
brochure, 19-21 May 1971
70.22 D’Arcy McNickle Center, Newberry library programs, 1990-1991
70.23 Lloyd-Jones, Esther honor conference and correspondence, October 1962-March 1992
70.24 The UMASS Mediation Project booklet, 1982
70.25 Proposal for a Welcome Spring Outdoor Concert and Arts Fair , March 1971
70.26 White House fellowships information booklet, c. 1981
Miscellaneous
70.27 Articles for publishers, April 1964 and February 1966
70.28 Articles related to race relations, 1962-1982
70.29 Analysis of the trustee bill, 24 January 1974
70.30 Barzun, Jacques The American University How it Runs, Where it is Going , Undated
70.31 Book-of-the-month club news, July 1978
71.1 Checklist of notes from Form and Style: Sixth Edition , Undated
71.2 Cox Commission’s Report on Columbia newspaper article, 6 October 1968
71.3 Davis, Lynn Perceptions of AIDS , Undated
71.4 Descant Vol. 1 No. 2 photocopied, 6 May 1968
71.5 Descant: Post-haste Vol. 1 No. 4, Undated
71.6 Dewey, John My Pedagogic Creed , Undated
71.7 Hargrove, Hayward information and paper, Undated
71.8 King, Martin Luther’s death correspondence, notes, and newspaper clippings, April 1968
71.9 MDHS volunteer services program manual, June 1991
71.10 New York Times article on playing “Dixie” in St. Louis, 16 January 1972
71.11 The Personnel and Guidance Journal Vol. 54 No. 2, October 1975
71.12 Remembering Medgar Evers For A New Generation publication, 1988
71.13 Vance, Stanley C. Black Power in the Board Room articles with notes, 1971
71.14 TC Topics Quarterly newsletter, 1954, 1956, and 1961
71.15 List, Eugene pianist at Carnegie Recital Hall program, 17 November 1957
71.16 Fort Bragg, North Carolina trip correspondence, expenses, notes and brochures, 17-20
July 1973
71.17 Kilpatrick, William Heard notes from questions, 9 December 1955
71.18 Mays, Benjamin nomination for Noble Peace Prize correspondence and articles, October
1982-August 1983
71.19 Nigible Papers , reproduction of 1866 February issue, Undated
71.20 Outstanding citizen award candidate ballots, 1972
Series 3. Personal
Series 3 Subseries 1. Moak Family
71.21 Allan Moak receives Eagle Scout, Clarion Ledger, 15 June 1975
71.22 Amanda Moak in elementary school clippings, 1964-1967
71.23 Amanda Moak in community service corps, Oxford Eagle, 31 January 1973
71.24 Amanda Moak honored as Cadette Girl Scout, Oxford Eagle, 28 May 1973
71.25 Amanda Moak in Oliver production, Oxford Eagle, 25 July 1974
71.26 Amanda Moak casted in Oliver production, Daily Mississippian, 29 July 1974
71.27 Amanda Moak casted in Oliver production, Tupelo Daily Journal, July 1974
71.28 Amanda Moak editor, The Charger Gazette, 27 August 1974
71.29 Amanda Moak editor, The Charger Gazette, 27 September 1974
71.30 Amanda Moak most likely to succeed, Oxford Eagle, 7 November 1974
71.31 Andrew Moak awarded Boy Scout merit badges, Tupelo Journal, 2 March 1973
71.32 Andrew Moak goes to Philmont Scout Retreat, Oxford Eagle, 15 July 1974
71.33 Andrew Moak on OJHS Student Council, Oxford Eagle, 12 September 1974
71.34 David Moak plays in guitar recital, Oxford Eagle, 10 March 1975
71.35 Eddie Moak elected to Student Senate, Daily Mississippian, 26 September 1973
71.36 Edwin Moak newspaper clippings related to his schooling and sports, 1963-1971
71.37 Edwin Moak newspaper clippings on his death, 22-29 April 1971
71.38 Elizabeth Moak in Junior Mozart program, Oxford Eagle, 14 April 1972
71.39 Elizabeth Moak plays for Oxford Music Club, Oxford Eagle, 11 March 1975
71.40 Elizabeth Moak on honor roll, Oxford Eagle, 15 March 1976
71.41 Frank Moak newspaper clippings, 1941-1946
72.1 Frank Moak high school graduation newspaper clippings, May 1944
72.2 Frank Moak as usher for twilight hour of harp music by Jill Bailff program and newspaper
clippings, July 1944
72.3 Frank Moak letter in Training Union Magazine, 7 February 1946
72.4 Frank Moak presides over state retreat newspaper clipping, May 1947
72.5 Frank Moak newspaper clippings, 1950-1954
72.6 Frank Moak returns to Oxford newspaper clippings, August-September 1960
72.7 Frank Moak newspaper clippings, 1960-1969
72.8 Frank Moak newspaper clippings, 1971-1972
72.9 Frank Moak at Rowan Oak reception, Oxford Eagle, 4 August 1975
72.10 Frank Moak quoted on In Your Ear production, Daily Mississippian, 20 February 1976
72.11 Frank Moak presents awards for Chancellor Fortune at 30th anniversary of Lafayette County
Civic Club, Oxford Eagle, 7 May 1976
72.12 H. Andy Moak newspaper clippings, 1970-1971
72.13 Helen Moak newspaper clippings, 1968-1971
72.14 Helen Moak intiated into Phi Kappa Phi, Oxford Eagle, 2 January 1973
72.15 Helen Moak initiated into Phi Kappa Phi, Clarion Ledger, 2 January 1973
72.16 Helen Moak plays harpsichord in university symphony, First Presbyterian Church Newsletter,
15 February 1973
72.17 Helen Moak assists at chancellor’s reception, Oxford Eagle, 28 September 1973
72.18 Helen Moak on Presbyterian women, Oxford Eagle, 7 November 1974
72.19 Helen Moak receives doctorate newspaper clippings, 8-13 May 1975
72.20 Helen Moak accompanies Miss Behr, Tupelo Daily Journal, 13 August 1975
72.21 James Moak newspaper clippings, 1972
72.22 Paul Moak newspaper clippings, 1960-1971
72.23 Paul Moak president of better business bureau, Oxford Eagle, 18 September 1972
72.24 Paul Moak Baptist Commission campaign advisory committee, Clarion-Ledger, 22 April 1973
72.25 Polly Moak newspaper clippings, 1962-1972
72.26 Polly Moak quoted on traits for a roommate, Commercial Appeal, 8 November 1970
72.27 Polly Moak, senate over turns vote, Daily Mississippian, 23 November 1971
72.28 Polly Moak Anderson calls special campus senate meeting, Daily Mississippian, 25 October
1972
72.29 Polly Moak Anderson named in Who’s Who in American Colleges and Universities, Tupelo
Daily Journal, 7 December 1972
72.30 Polly Moak Anderson selected UM Hall of Fame, Daily Mississippian, 18 January 1973
72.31 Polly Moak Anderson presides over student senate, Daily Mississippian, 7 February 1973
72.32 Polly Moak Anderson on honor roll at UM, Oxford Eagle, 12 February 1973
72.33 Polly Moak Anderson selected for Hall of Fame, Oxford Eagle, 27 February 1973
72.34 Polly Moak in UM Hall of Fame, Tupelo Journal, 2 March 1973
72.35 Polly Moak Anderson graduates, Oxford Eagle, 28 May 1973
72.36 Polly Moak Anderson pictured in Journal of Home Education, September 1973
72.37 Polly Moak Anderson sponsor of Future Homemakers of America, Tupelo Daily Journal, 12
December 1973
72.38 Polly Moak Anderson featured in article, Journal of Home Economics, January 1974
72.39 Polly Moak Anderson intiated into Phi Kappa Phi newspaper clippings, May 1974
72.40 Polly Moak Anderson wins Rockefeller grant to study at Harvard, Tupelo Daily Journal, 23
May 1974
72.41 Polly Moak Anderson recipient at annual report of the fund for theological education
newspaper clipping, 30 June 1974
72.42 Polly Moak Anderseon in First Presbyterian Church Mid-Week Bulletin, 17 September 1975
72.43 Polly Moak on Delta Gamma page, Rush 72 An Invitation to Sorority Life, Undated
72.44 Paul and Elizabeth Moak pictured, The Baptist Record, 11 October 1973
72.45 Elizabeth and James Moak rated superior in music competition, Oxford Eagle, 15 March 1976
72.46 Frank and Helen Moak speak at Moak-Reeves reunion, Daily Leader, 30 October 1974
72.47 Frank and Helen Moak on lawn of Rowan Oak, Ole Miss Alumni Review, Fall 1979
Series 3 Subseries 2. Moak’s Speeches
Greek Orginizations
72.48 Delta Kappa Epsilon Chi chapter speech for 120th Birthday, 25 April 1970
72.49 Phi Eta Sigma, 9 April 1961
72.50 Phi Kappa Theta province meeting, 15 April 1972
72.51 St. Anthony Club of New York, 25 April 1967
72.52 Sigma Nu Old South District, 16 April 1967
72.53 Fraternity officers UM conference, 10 October 1964
Schools
72.54 Bolivar County College Career Day, Cleveland, Mississippi, 6 March 1961
72.55 Columbia Dames of Columbia University, 4-19 October 1956
72.56 Columbia University Alumni Club of Minneapolis, 1959
72.57 Mississippi Junior-Senior College conference, 30 September 1968
72.58 Mississippi Junior-Senior College conference in Senatobia, 6-7 October 1969
72.59 Mississippi Junior-Senior College conference at USM Golfpark, 30 September 1974
72.60 Junior College workshop, 21 July 1970
72.61 New England Student Christian College at Camp O-At-Ka, 17-19 June 1948
72.62 Southern College Placement Association, introduction of Dr. Fred Armstron of the U.S.
Foundation, Atlanta, Georgia, 7 December 1962
72.63 Southern College Placement Association meeting in Miami Beach, 5 December 1963
73.1 Marks High School commencement address, 24 May 1965
73.2 New Albany High School speech for career day, 27 March 1968
73.3 Noxubee County High School, 27 February 1961
73.4 Oxford High School speech for distributive education annual banquet, Undated
73.5 Ruth High School speech for faculty counseling, Undated
73.6 Calhoun City P.T.A., 3 March 1964
73.7 Charleston, Mississippi P.T.A., 15 January 1963
73.8 Oxford Elementary P.T.A., 27 October 1960
Churches
73.9 College Hill Presbyterian Church sermon, 8 August 1965
73.10 Marks Presbyterian Church speech for community worship service, 29 April 1969
73.11 Riverside Church guild in New York City, 18 January 1959
University of Mississippi
73.12 Class of 1942, 15 May 1982
73.13 Brookhaven Alumni, 21 July 1966
73.14 Greenville Alumni, 23 July 1965
73.15 Monroe, Louisiana Alumni, 17 April 1972
73.16 Natchez Alumni, Undated
73.17 Recruitment committee presentation, 31 October 1969
73.18 Student Baptist Union, 4 January 1961
73.19 Student Personnel Class presentation, 22 July 1980
73.20 Student Personnel Division, 1978-1979
73.21 Study of Southern Culture presentation on F.A.P. Barnard, 13 February 1981
Organizations
73.22 Daughters of the Cincinnati in New York City, 2 March 1960
73.23 Exchange Club, Birmingham, Alabama, 29 September 1965
73.24 Exchange Club, Oak Forest, 27 September 1968
73.25 Houston, Mississippi Cosmopolitan Club, 4 May 1961
73.26 Kiwanis Club, Brookhaven, introduction of Richard Whitford, 7 September 1955
73.27 Kiwanis Club, Brookhaven, 22 March 1972
73.28 Kiwanis Club, Greenville, 28 March 1961
73.29 Kiwanis Club, Helena-West, Arkansas, April 1964
73.30 Kiwanis Club, Jackson, 28 September 1981
73.31 Kiwanis Club, North Jackson, 14 November 1966
73.32 Lions Club, New Albany speech correspondence, 6 February-23 March 1968
73.33 Lions Club, Oxford, November 1965
73.34 Order of Omega, 10 November 1969
73.35 Pilot Club and Anchor Club, Tupelo, 17 November 1969
73.36 Rotary Club, Corinth, Undated
73.37 Rotary Club, speech for District Governor’s Address, November 1968
73.38 Rotary Club, Holly Springs, 27 July 1966
73.39 Rotary Club, Indianola, 12 March 1968
73.40 Rotary Club, International District 680 Assembly, 25 April 1961
73.41 Rotary Club, McComb, 12 May 1965
73.42 Rotary Club, New Albany, 7 February 1964
73.43 Rotary Club, Oxford speech for Ann banquet, 22 March 1962
73.44 Rotary Club, Oxford, 14 May 1968
80.15 Rotary Club, Water Valley speech, 15 April 1969
80.16 Rotary Club, West Point speech, 17 February 1983
73.45 Tupelo Civitan Club, 21 February 1974
Miscellaneous
73.46 American Personnel and Guidance Association meeting, Philadelphia, 1960
73.47 Anderson, William Henry memoriam, 30 April 1969
73.48 Chamber of Commerce annual party, 16 June 1972
73.49 Legislators in a Learning Role presentation, 1988
73.50 Moak-Reeves Historical Association, 13 October 1974
74.1 State Congressmen, speech on the responsibilities of legislators, Undated
74.2 Correspondence on speeches to be delivered, March-July 1957
Series 3 Subseries 3. Publications
74.3 Civilian Morale within the Confederacy manuscript, Undated
74.4 Dust Thou Art manuscript, Undated
74.5 Great Voices on Education article draft, Undated
Series 3 Subseries 4. Travel Information
74.6 Travel engagements, 1981-1982
74.7 Travel vouchers, folder 1 of 2, 1985
74.8 Travel vouchers, folder 2 of 2, 1985
74.9 Travel vouchers and receipts, 1991-1993
Series 3 Subseries 5. Miscellaneous
74.10 Moak’s musical performance programs, January-May 1944
74.11 State Oratorical contest speech, Moak wins 1st place , 8 April 1944
74.12 Moak’s speech competition programs and correspondence, April-July 1944
74.13 Missisippi Baptist Training Union Convetion, Moak win’s 1st in contest, correspondence, 28
December 1944
74.14 Moak’s student probation correspondence and newspaper clippings, November 1946-March
1947
74.15 Acceptance to the school of law at Emory, 1949-1950
74.16 Appointment as Placement Director at Columbia University correspondence, July-November
1956
74.17 Appointment as Placement Director at Columbia University correspondence and notes, August
1956-June 1967
74.18 Appointment to staff publicity at Teachers College, Columbia University, July 1956-January
1957
74.19 13th National Conference on Higher Education invitation to serve on program, January-March
1958
75.1 Moak’s biographical sketch, c. 1964
75.2 National Education Association life membership, November 1965
75.3 Moak’s awards, correspondence, 1970
75.4 Moak’s participation on visiting committee to Emory correspondence, 1972
75.5 Moak judges for Miss Northwest Pageant at Northwest Mississippi Junior College
correspondence, notes, and newspaper clippings, 16 March 1972
75.6 Retirement information, 1972-1975
75.7 Notes for filling in for worship services at St. Paul’s Methodist, 3 March 1974
75.8 Moak’s participation in visiting committees correspondence, notes, and travel expenses,
October 1974
75.9 Ticket stubs, name tags, and business cards, 1982
75.10 Agenda notes, 1983
75.11 Moak’s participation in visiting committees correspondence, notes, and travel expenses, 1983
75.12 Remarks for Moak’s reception, 22 June 1983
75.13 Curriculum vitae, Undated
75.14 Passport and related documents, Undated
75.15 Moak Wanted poster, Undated
Series 4. Rotary Club
Series 4 Subseries 1. Correspondence
76.1 Correspondence and notes, 1962-1967
76.2 Correspondence and newsletters for Rotary International District 680 Group Study exchange,
1966
76.3 Correspondence, October 1966-December 1967
76.4 Kossman, Ed correspondence, May-June 1967
76.5 Correspondence, 1967
76.6 Hickman, Roy correspondence and article, November 1968-July 1972
76.7 Business correspondence, 1969-1972
76.8 McCaffery, Stan correspondence, July 1971 and June-July 1980
76.9 Correspondence and newsletters, 1983-1985
76.10 Correspondence and bulletins, 1987-1990
76.11 General secretary’s letters, 1967-1972
Series 4 Subseries 2. Oxford Rotary Club
76.12 Checkbook, 1956-1966
76.13 Membership list, budget, and related documents, 1966-1967
76.14 Officer information, 1974-1975
76.15 Attendance record, May-June
76.16 Address list, Undated
76.17 Study Resource for Team Visiting District 680, Undated
77.1 Collins, Carvel visits club correspondence, 12 August 1975
77.2 50th Anniversary of Rotary Club program and notes, 12 March 1974
77.3 Assembly at Paul B. Johnson Commons program and notes, 28 June 1972
77.4 Rotary district conference notes, 13 April 1970
77.5 Moak, Frank Paving the Way, A History of the Oxford Rotary Club 1924-1984 , June 1984
77.6 History of the Oxford Rotary club notes, Undated
Series 4 Subseries 3. Publications
77.7 District 680 directory, 1982-1983
77.8 District 680 directory, 1984-1985
77.9 District 680 directory, 1985-1986
77.10 Programs, 1960-1961
77.11 District 680 conference program, 12-13 April 1985
77.12 Oxford Rotary Club bulletins, January 1982-November 1985 [not inclusive]
77.13 Oxford Rotary Club bulletins, 23 April 1985-11 August 1992
77.14 Oxford Rotary Club newsletter, September 1986
77.15 Oxford Rotary Club The Rotary Times, 1961-1962
77.16 Oxford Rotary Club The Rotary Times, 19 March-11 June 1968
77.17 Oxford Rotary Club 50th anniversary newspaper clipping, Tupelo Daily Journal, 18 March
1974
77.18 Rotary International Governor’s Monthly Letter, 1968-1969
77.19 Rotary International Governor’s Monthly Letter, March 1970-July 1981 [not inclusive]
77.20 Rotary International Governor’s Monthly Letter, August 1971 and July 1972
77.21 Rotary International Governor’s Monthly Letter, 1990-1992
77.22 Rotary International bulletins, 1992-1994
77.23 Rotary International The Rotary Times, 28 July 1970
77.24 Rotary celebrates 50th birthday, Oxford Eagle, 13 March 1974
77.25 Moak V.P. Lafayette Scottish Rite, Corinth Scottish Rite News, November 1974
77.26 Moak speaks at rotary, Oxford Eagle, 13 August 1975
78.1 “Gesture of Love” to MacReed from Rotary Club, Oxford Eagle, 10 March 1976
78.2 Moak presents for Rotary Club, Calhoun County Journal, 24 April 1980
78.3 The Rotarian magazine correspondence, 1967-1978
Series 4 Subseries 4. Rotary Foundation
78.4 Rotary Foundation Awards correspondence, newsletters, and pamphlets, March 1978-June
1981
78.5 Rotary Foundation, Kidney letters and newspaper clippings, August-September 1972
78.6 Rotary Foundation Scholarship brochures and correspondence, 1983
78.7 Rotary Foundation Scholarship information magazine, 1983
78.8 Rotary Foundation Scholarship handbook, 1983
78.9 Rotary Foundation Scholarship applicants, 1985-1986
78.10 Rotary Foundation Scholarship correspondence and candidate information, 1986-1987
Series 4 Subseries 5. Rotary International Study Exchange
78.11 Rotary International Group Study Exchange program information, 1966-1968
78.12 Universidad Industrial de Santander, Bucaramanga, Colombia correspondence and brochures,
folder 1 of 2, 1967
78.13 Universidad Industrial de Santander, Bucaramanga, Colombia correspondence and brochures,
folder 2 of 2, 1967
79.1 Universidad Industrial de Santander, Bucaramanga, Colombia correspondence with or related
to Dr. Juan Villarreal, 1968
79.2 Moak’s Colombia trip personal notes and diary, 1967
79.3 Moak’s Colombia trip correspondence, 1967
79.4 Moak’s Colombia trip newspaper clippings, 1967-1968
79.5 Rotary International Group Study Exchange pamphlets and general information, 1966-1969
79.6 Rotary International Group Study Exchange to Switzerland brochures, 1968-1969
79.7 Switzerland trip correspondence, notes, and brochures, July 1966-June 1967
79.8 Switzerland trip correspondence, 1967
79.9 Rotary International Group Study Exchange team correspondence, February-May 1967
Series 4 Subseries 6. Conferences
79.10 Rotary International Lake Placid international conference correspondence and handouts, 1968
80.1 Rotary International report of district assembly, 18 June 1969
80.2 Rotary club district assembly, 1969
80.3 Rotary district conference expenses, 11-13 April 1969
80.4 Rotary district conference program, 11-13 April 1969
80.5 Remarks at rotary international convention in Atlanta, Georgia, May 1970
80.6 Rotary district conference financial documents, 1969
80.7 Rotary convention notes and pamphlets, 1970
80.8 Rotary district assembly correspondence, 27 April 1971
80.9 Rotary district conference correspondence and notes folder 1 of 2, 1971-1974
80.10 Rotary district conference correspondence and notes folder 2 of 2, 1971-1974
80.11 Rotary district conference correspondence, programs, and notes, 18 March 1974
80.12 Rotary club banquet and conference handouts and programs, 23 February-19 April 1980
Series 4 Subseries 7. Miscellaneous
80.13 Memphis rotary club roster book, 1967-1968
80.14 Moak’s invitation to speak at Indianola Rotary club, 9 February 1968
81.1 Rotary club matched district 168-France correspondence, September 1966-October 1968
81.2 Rotary hospital for crippled adults notes and correspondence, 1967-1971
81.3 Multiple district club newsletters, October-November 1968
81.4 Rotary International legislative council correspondence, 1 April 1968
81.5 Rotary International workbook, 1968-1969
81.6 Rotary International letters to district governor, May 1968-June 1969
81.7 Rotary International program committee handouts, January 1969-August 1971
81.8 Rotary International council on legislation, October 1969-June 1970
81.9 Rotary International correspondence, 1969-1985
81.10 Moak’s Rotary speech notes and related correspondence for presentations, 15 June-3 July 1973
81.11 Paul Harris Fellows of the Rotary Foundation 1946-1977 booklet, 1977
81.12 Rotary district candidate endorsement forms, 1975-1976
81.13 Rotary International district governor’s budget, July 1968-June 1970
81.14 Rotary club holiday cards, Undated
Series 5. Restricted Files
Series 5 Subseries 1. Classes
82.1 EDEA 635 class grades, June 1992 and 1993
82.2 EDEA 635 graded final exams, Summer 1993
82.3 EDHE 657 graded final exams, Spring 1983
82.4 EDHE 657 student rosters, 1984-1989
82.5 EDHE 657 graded exams, Summer 1986
82.6 EDHE 657 graded midterm exams, Summer 1986 and Undated
82.7 EDHE 663 graded exams, June 1991
82.8 EDHE 689 graded student papers, Fall 1989
82.9 EDFD 609 graded final exams, Spring 1991
82.10 EDFD 609 graded student papers, folder 1 of 2, Spring 1991
82.11 EDFD 609 graded student papers, folder 2 of 2, Spring 1991
82.12 EDFD 609 student information, Fall 1991
83.1 EDFD 609 graded exams, December 1992
83.2 EDFD 609 graded final exams, Spring 1993
83.3 EDFD 609 graded student papers, folder 1 of 2, Spring 1993
83.4 EDFD 609 graded student papers, folder 2 of 2, Spring 1993
83.5 EDFD 609 graded exams and student papers, Undated
83.6 EDLD 658 graded final exams, Spring 1991
83.7 EDLD 730 graded final exams, Summer 1991
83.8 EDLD 730 graded final exams, Fall 1992
83.9 EDLD 651, 667, and 668 first semester student rosters, 1991-1992
83.10 EDPY 680 graded student papers, Fall 1981
83.11 EDPY 680 graded exams, Undated
84.1 EDRS 605 student grades, Fall 1986
84.2 Student class information sheets, 1984-1985
84.3 Student class information sheets, Summer 1985
84.4 Student class information sheets, 1985-1987
84.5 Student class information sheets, 1985-1986
84.6 Student class information sheets, 1988-1989
84.7 Student class information sheets, Summer 1989
84.8 Student class information sheets, 1989-1990
84.9 Student class information sheets, 1990-1991
84.10 Student class information sheets, Summer 1991
84.11 Student class information sheets, 1991-1992
84.12 Student class information sheets, 1992-1993
84.13 Student class information sheets, Summer 1993
84.14 Student grade verification reports, 1988
84.15 Student grade verification reports, Summer 1989-1993
84.16 Roll book with grades, 1958-1990
84.17 Student grades and rosters, 1960-1963
84.18 Student grades, 1981-1982
84.19 Student grades, 1983-1986
84.20 Class rosters, 1983-1984
84.21 Student grades and rosters, 1984-1990
84.22 Student grades and grade change requests, Spring-Fall 1988
84.23 Student grades, 1989-1990
84.24 Student grades, Fall 1990
84.25 Student grades, 1990-1993
84.26 Student grades with correspondence, Spring 1991
84.27 Student grades, 1992
84.28 Student grades, 1992-1993
84.29 Student papers graded, no class number, Spring 1987
Series 5 Subseries 2. Graduate School
84.30 Master of Education oral examination correspondence with student records, October 1983 and
November 1985
84.31 Graduate school oral exam committee correspondence with student records, 1988
85.1 Graduate school oral exam committee correspondence with student records, Spring-Summer
1989
85.2 Graduate school oral exam student records, 1990
85.3 Graduate school oral exam committee correspondence with student records, 1992
85.4 Graduate school oral exam committee correspondence with student records, 1993
85.5 Graduate school oral exam committee correspondence with student records, 1993-1995
85.6 Student records for dissertation proposals, 1977-1983
85.7 Education graduate comprehensives, November 1983
85.8 Education graduate comprehensives, November 1984
85.9 Education graduate comprehensives, Fall 1985
85.10 Education graduate comprehensives, Undated
Series 5 Subseries 3. Other University of Mississippi
85.11 UM student counseling center roster for American College Test Scores for Entering Freshmen,
Summer and Fall 1968
85.12 UM Jackson higher education student information, 1982
85.13 “Confidential” letters to Dean Love on student offenses, 1962
85.14 UM Foundation Scholarship applicants, Undated
Series 5 Subseries 4. Rotary Foundation Scholarship
85.15 Application, Faith Elizabeth Hart, 1982
85.16 Application, David Stern, 1983
85.17 Application, Melissa Martin LaTrobe-Bateman, 1983
85.18 Award applicants, 1974-1979
85.19 Award applicants, 1979-1982
Series 6. Oversize
86.1 Ole Miss, A Southern Lady, poster, 1982
86.2 UM building and facilities statistic charts, c. 1960
86.3 Delta Gamma other chapters survey questionnaire on housing, September 1949
86.3 Phi Kappa Tau house plans, 1961-1967
Series 7. Artifacts
87.1 Button- Go To Hell Golden Eagles “Hardy High” , Undated
87.2 Button- Ole Miss 125 Anniversary (2), Undated
87.3 Button- Rotary Club Oxford, Mississippi, Undated
87.4 Pin- The Campaign for Ole Miss, Undated
87.5 Banner- Rotary Club, Oxford, Mississippi Home of Ole Miss, Undated
87.6 Stamp collection, Undated
Series 8. Photographs
94.1 George R. Means, General Secretary, Rotary International, b/w portrait, 1969
94.2 Paul P. Harris, founder Rotary International, b/w portrait, 1969
94.3 Kiyoshi Togasaki, President Rotary International, b/w prints, 1969
Scope: Two items
94.4 b/w proof sheet of reception, 1969
Scope: Two items
94.5 Welcome to Oxford sign, b/w print
94.6 Unidentified man at desk, b/w print
94.7 Unidentified travel prints and negatives, color, 1967
Scope: Eleven items
94.8 Robert H. Loughridge, University of Mississippi honorary PhD (1877), b/w portraits, 1862
Scope: Two items
94.9 Division heads, University of Mississippi, b/w print, 1964-1968
94.10 b/w prints of Franklin Moak[?]
Scope: Six items
94.11 Signed b/w photo of Juan Trippe, 26 July 1967
94.12 Class officer group, 67th reunion, b/w group photo, Franklin Moak, Knox H. Loftin, Aberdeen,
Casey H. Ferguson, Elmer L. Grice, Homer B. Appleton, 25-26 April 1969
94.13 Wehner von Braun, Jerry McCale with delegation from Ole Miss, b/w print
94.14 Unidentified 19th century man, b/w portrait
94.15 Alumni officials, Tom Scott, Dr. Paul Moore, Charles Fair, Jimi Butler, Bill Price, Bill Griffin, b/w
group photo
94.16 "Distinguished Visitors," John Clark Love, Mitchell Salloum, and unidentified man
94.17 George Payne Cossar, Fortune, Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Wilcox, b/w group photo
94.18 Lafayette county group, 67th reunion, James Smith, Harold Hollowell, Dr. Franklin Moak, Dr.
Oscar Feagin, 25-26 April 1969
94.19 Color photo of portraits of Simmons Harrison and daughter
Scope: Two items
94.20 Tom and Polly Hines at retirement party, b/w photos, 1971
Scope: Two items
94.21 Student council of Teacher’s College, Columbia University, b/w group photo
94.22 Summer session registration in the Grove at Ole Miss[?]
94.23 Dr. L. L. Love, b/w portrait
94.24 Album 1—students at library[?], b/w photo
94.25 Album 1—Hubert Humphrey, b/w photo, 1969
94.26 Album 1—unidentified man, b/w photo
94.27 Album 1—Syke’s and Rita Hartin’s daughter, Mrs. David Malpurs[?], b/w photo
94.28 Album 1—chancellor’s residence, b/w photo
94.29 Album 1—woman in library, b/w photo
94.30 Album 1—John Wilson Savage, b/w photo , 1969[?]
94.31 Album 1—Dean of Students, Frank Moak, b/w photo
94.32 Album 1—unidentified man, b/w photo, 1971
94.33 Album 1—Dr. Scott and Dean Sam, b/w photo
94.34 Album 1—Legislative Day, b/w group photos , 1972
Scope: Three items
94.35 Album 1—Pat Harrison Room, library interior, b/w photo
94.36 Album 1—b/w group photo, charter presentation with Jimmy Dukes, Dr. J.C. Eaves, Jim Netherton,
Dr. Bickenstaff, Hazel Barnes, Andrew Rouse, Pauline Quon
94.37 Album 1—John Reed Holley, Athletic Association, b/w portrait
94.38 Album 1—Coach Bruiser Kinard, b/w portrait
94.39 Album 1—library exterior, b/w photo
94.40 Album 1—unidentified man, b/w photo
94.41 Album 1—Dr. Mickey Smith, b/w photo
94.42 Album 1—unidentified men, b/w photo, 1972[?]
Scope: Six items
94.43 Album 1—George Martin Street, Director of Development, b/w photo, 1969
94.44 Album 1—"Distinguished Visitor," Dr. Huey Howerton, Gov. Coleman, b/w photo, 4 May 1962
94.45 Album 1—Fred Smith and Robert Farmagoni, b/w photo, 1968
94.46 Album 1—Dean Dunham, b/w photo
94.47 Album 1—group photo at Old School of Commerce, b/w photo
94.48 Album 1—Mental Health Committee, Mrs. Austin Dodge, Dean Hartman, Annie Elizabeth Mills,
b/w photo, circa 1967-1968
94.49 Album 1—Paul Flowers with Dept. of English Chair and Mississippi Folklore Society
94.50 Album 1—political science lecturer, b/w photo
94.51 Album 1—William P. Miller, Elkhart Ind., National President, b/w portrait
94.52 Album 1—Prof. Galbraith of Harvard, visiting lecturer , April 1957
Scope: Two items
94.53 Album 1—Dr. Eugene Boardman, University of Wisconsin, visiting lecturer in history, b/w photo ,
11-13 April 1956
94.54 Album 1—Dr. William Willis and Dr. George Kilpatrick, b/w photo
94.55 Album 1—Pi Kappa Alpha[?] b/w photo of 3 men, 1972[?]
94.56 Album 1—William F. Buckley, Jr., b/w photo, 1972
94.57 Album 1—William F. Buckley, Jr., Omicron Delta Kappa[?] Mortar Board Forum, b/w photo, 1972
94.58 Album 1—James A. Autry, b/w photo
94.59 Album 1—Jack [?], Omicron Delta Kappa Mortar Board Forum, b/w photo, 27 April 1973
Scope: Two items
94.60 Album 1—unidentified man, b/w photo
94.61 Album 1—Howard K. Smith, b/w portrait , 1967
94.62 Album 1—Marvin Kalb, Omicron Delta Kappa Forum, b/w portrait, Fall 1965
94.63 Album 1—Malcolm Muggeridge, b/w portrait, 1965
94.64 Album 1—Gerald Ford, b/w portrait, November 1965
94.65 Album 1—Dr. Melquiades Gamboa, b/w photo
94.66 Album 1—Allen Drury, b/w portrait, November 1963
94.67 Album 1—Lord Morrison of Lambeth, b/w photo, 14 May 1962
94.68 Album 1—Santha Rama Ran, b/w photo, Fall 1962
94.69 Album 1—Omicron Delta Kappa officers with Stuart Udall, b/w photo , Fall 1968
94.70 Album 1—Mollenhoff and Omicron Delta Kappa Mortar Board Members, b/w photo
94.71 Album 1—John Mason Brown, Omicron Delta Kappa Mortar Board Forum speaker, b/w photo,
April 1960
94.72 Album 1—Edward Weeks, Omicron Delta Kappa Mortar Board Forum speaker, b/w photo, Fall
1960
94.73 Album1—Clement Atlee, b/w portrait, March 1959
94.74 Album 1—Daniel Schorr, forum speaker, b/w photo, February 1958
94.75 Unidentified boy, color portrait
94.76 Album 2—Chancellor Williams and Sen. Stennis, b/w photo
94.77 Album 2—Chancellor Williams at S.S. faculty meeting, b/w photo, 1967
94.78 Album 2—Chancellor Williams, b/w photo
94.79 Album 2—Chancellor and Mrs. Williams, b/w photo, 1958
94.80 Album 2—Chancellor Williams and wife[?] with plaque, b/w photo
Scope: Three items
94.81 Album 2—Chancellor Williams at presentation, b/w photo, Spring 1968
Scope: Two items
94.82 Album 2—Chancellor Williams and Lyceum staff, b/w photo, Fall 1969
Scope: Two items
94.83 Album 2—Chancellor Williams and Chancellor Fortune, b/w photo
94.84 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune at desk, b/w photo
94.85 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune and Bob Hope, b/w photo
94.86 Album 2—Chancellor Emeritus Williams and Chancellor Fortune, b/w photo, 1968
Scope: Two items
94.87 Album 2—Chancellors Williams and Fortune reviewing troops, b/w photo, 1968
94.88 Album 2—portrait of Chancellor Fortune, b/w photo , 1974-1975
94.89 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune on phone, b/w photo
94.90 Album 2—portraits of Chancellor Fortune, b/w photo
Scope: Five items
94.91 Album 2—silhouette of Chancellor Fortune, b/w photo
94.92 Album 2—embossed image of Chancellor Fortune on cardstock
95.1 Album 2—portrait of Chancellor Fortune, b/w photo
95.2 Album 2—University of Mississippi seal, b/w photo
95.3 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune in library, b/w photo
95.4 Album 2—Chancellor’s medal, b/w photo, 1969[?]
Scope: Two items
95.5 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune wearing medal, b/w photo
95.6 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune at inauguration, b/w photo, 1969
95.7 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune speaking, b/w photo, 1970
95.8 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune in classroom, b/w photo
95.9 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune, b/w photo, 1969
95.10 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune at desk, b/w photo
95.11 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune
Scope: Three items
95.12 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune at game[?], b/w photo, 1971[?]
Scope: Two items
95.13 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune at desk, b/w photo
95.14 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune, b/w portrait
95.15 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune speaking, b/w photo, 1971
95.16 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune at podium, b/w photo
95.17 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune, b/w photo
Scope: Two items
95.18 Album 2—portrait of Chancellor Fortune, b/w photo
Scope: Three items
95.19 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune, Joseph Kiger, with artist or donor?, b/w photo
95.20 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune on Lyceum steps, b/w photo
95.21 Album 2—Chancellor Fortune in garden, b/w photo
Scope: Three items
95.22 Album 2—portrait of Chancellor Fortune, b/w photo
95.23 Album 3—students in front of Lyceum, b/w photo
95.24 Album 3—Lyceum and blooming tree, b/w photo
95.25 Album 3—Lyceum, 1973[?]
95.26 Album 3—student in front of Lyceum, 1971[?]
95.27 Album 3—Lyceum, 1973[?]
95.28 Album 3—Tom Bearden and Barbara Crain in front of Lyceum, b/w photo, 1970
95.29 Album 3—Lyceum and the Circle, b/w photo
95.30 Album 3—Admissions counselors on Lyceum steps; Lonnie Kvasnida, Cindy Carr, Mike White,
Eva Aultman, b/w photo
95.31 Album 3—students in front of Lyceum, b/w photo
95.32 Album 3—Lyceum with students, b/w photo
95.33 Album 3—Lyceum, b/w photo , Fall 1972
95.34 Album 3—Lyceum and students, b/w photo, 1972
95.35 Album 3—Lyceum and snow, b/w photo, 1965
95.36 Album 3—Lyceum and students in snow, b/w photo
95.37 Album 3—Sister Panchita and student in front of Lyceum, b/w photo , Fall 1962
95.38 Album 3—Lyceum and magnolia tree, b/w photo, 1969
95.39 Album 3—Lyceum photo and modified copies, b/w
Scope: Three items
95.40 Album 3—Lyceum, b/w photo
95.41 Album 3—Lyceum from the Circle, b/w photo
95.42 Album 3—Lyceum at night, b/w photo
95.43 Album 3—Lyceum from library roof[?], b/w photo
95.44 Album 3—Lyceum, b/w photo
95.45 Album 3—close up of Lyceum, b/w photo
95.46 Album 3—Lyceum from the Circle, b/w photo
95.47 Album 3—Lyceum and the Circle, b/w photo
95.48 Album 3—close up of Lyceum columns, b/w photo
95.49 Album 3—Lyceum and the Circle, b/w photo
95.50 Album 3—Lyceum, b/w photo
95.51 Album 3—Lyceum drawing, b/w
95.52 Album 3—historic photo of Lyceum, b/w photo from negative
95.53 Album 3—Lyceum and the Circle, sepia photo, 1962
95.54 Album 3—Lyceum and the Circle, b/w photo
95.55 Album 3—detail of column, b/w photo
95.56 Album 3—b/w photo of Lyceum with transparent, colorized overlay
95.57 Unidentified people
Scope: 67 items












97.1 Brian Aherne/Katherine Cornell, b/w, 1960
97.2 John Alexander, b/w, 1966
97.3 Patricia Lynn Allen, b/w, 1970-1971
97.4 Columnist Jack Anderson, b/w
97.5 Peter Arnott and puppets perform Aristophanes’ The Birds, b/w, 1961
97.6 F. Lee Bailey, b/w, 1967
97.7 Steve Bailey, b/w
97.8 Gov. Barnett at Law Fraternity Meeting, b/w
97.9 Dr. Bickerstaff, b/w
97.10 Dr. Bickerstaff and board members, b/w
97.11 Dr. Bishop, b/w
97.12 Dr. Blackburn, Chairman, PE Department, b/w
97.13 Pete Bloss, M Book Editor 1970-1971, b/w
97.14 Tom Bradshaw, Fulbright, b/w, 1963
97.15 Keith Bridgeforth/Reggie Dill Miss Ole Miss/Colonel Reb, b/w, 1973
Scope: Two items
97.16 Phi Mu’s Barbara Brown, Celia Farr, Jaqui Randolph, b/w
97.17 Paul "Bear" Bryant, Head Football Coach, University of Alabama, b/w
97.18 Dr. W. Alton Bryant, Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, b/w
Scope: Three items
97.19 Walt Byrd ASB President 1970-71, b/w
Scope: Two items
97.20 Buddy Bynum, Editor M Book, b/w, 1972
Scope: Three items
97.21 Coach John Cain, b/w
97.22 Patty Canty-Homecoming, b/w, 1968
97.23 Scott Carpenter (Astronaut) Engineering Day, b/w, 1967
Scope: Four items
97.24 AWS Judicial Chairman Cindy Carr 1971-72, b/w
Scope: Two items
97.25 Bob Childress, Rhodes Scholar, b/w, 1958
Scope: Three items
97.26 Mary Louise Cissna AWS President 1969-1970, b/w
97.27 Supreme Court Justice, Tom Clark, b/w, 1961
97.28 Dick Compton, b/w
97.29 Ed Connell, b/w, 1958
97.30 Karen Cope-Homecoming Queen 1970-1971
Scope: Four items
97.31 Dr. Victor Coulton, Dean of the College of Liberal Arts, b/w
97.32 Eddie Crawford, Assistant Coach, b/w
Scope: Two items
97.33 Mrs. Jean Crawford, Liberal Arts, b/w, 1971
97.34 Gordon Crowe, b/w
Scope: Two items
97.35 Dr. Cruse with James S. Stern (PhD), b/w, 1968
97.36 Abbey Cullen, Yon Sook Park, and ? Physics, b/w, 1962
97.37 AB Cullen with Dynamitron Day of Delivery, b/w, 1963
97.38 Dr. Culley, b/w
97.39 Coach Roland Dale, b/w
Scope: Two items
97.40 Liane Dayde of The Grand Ballet Classique De France, b/w
97.41 Misha Dichter, pianist, b/w
Scope: Two items
97.42 Jeani Duckett and Alternates for Miss University, b/w, 1972
97.43 George Fair, b/w, 1970
97.44 Mississippi Room with Mrs. John Faulkner and others, b/w
97.45 Bursar, Ken Faulkner, b/w, 1969
Scope: Two items
97.46 Jose Feliciano[?], b/w
97.47 Liz Ford (Pascagoula) President, WSG, 1959-1960
97.48 Chancellor Fortune with Bill Reed ASB President, 1971-1972, b/w
97.49 Chancellor Fortune with Board Members, b/w
97.50 Jane Carol Foshee Talking with Students about Jr. College Day
97.51 The Friends of Distinction, b/w
97.52 Hal Furr, b/w
97.53 Glenn Galey ASB President 1968-1969, b/w
Scope: Three items
97.54 Dave Gardner, b/w
97.55 Maid of Cotton, Gayle, b/w, 1971
97.56 Will Greer: "An Evening’s Frost," b/w, 1967
97.57 Jose Greco, b/w, 1965
Scope: Two items
97.58 Lou Grice, b/w
97.59 Lowell Grisham and Tommy Thridge-University Attorneys, b/w
97.60 Martha Kay Grittman, Editor of the 1958 Ole Miss, b/w, 1958
97.61 Jeff Hamm, Athletic Department, b/w
97.62 Dr. Elmer Hammond, Dean School of Pharmacy, b/w
97.63 Cathie Haney, b/w, 1971
97.64 Harold Haney, Purchasing Agent, b/w
97.65 Dr. K.R. Harrison, Student Health Services, b/w, 1971
97.66 Estella G. Heftey, Dean of Women, b/w
97.67 Marilyn Hemphill-Most Beautiful 1970-1971, b/w
97.68 Marilyn Hemphill-Most Beautiful 1970-1971, b/w
97.69 Nollie W. Hickman, Mississippi Harvest author, circa 1962, b/w
Scope: Four items
97.70 Hal Holbrook as Mark Twain, b/w
97.71 Bob Hope with Ole Miss Beauty, b/w
97.72 Bob Hope, b/w, 1961
97.73 Bob Hope, b/w, 1973
97.74 Coach Junie Hovious, b/w
97.75 Barkley[?] Hudson Managing Editor, b/w
97.76 Hubert Humphrey, 1968
Scope: Three items
97.77 Dr. Burl Hunt, b/w
97.78 Liberal Arts Scholars Program circa 1966-1967 with Anita Hutcherson, Preceptor, b/w
97.79 Ides of March, b/w, 1971
97.80 Joni James, b/w
97.81 Coach Robert (Cob) Jarvis, b/w
97.82 Prof. Jeanette Jenkins and Soc. Wk Class, b/w, 1973
97.83 Frank Johnson VP Inter Fraternity Council, b/w
97.84 Missississippi Governor Paul Johnson and Florida Gov. Hayden Burns before Ole Miss/Florida
Homecoming Game, b/w, 1965
97.85 Former Governor Paul Johnson crowning beauty queen, b/w
97.86 Drs. Jones, ?, Moak, Towery, b/w
97.87 Larry Kelly Receives Naval Scholarship, b/w, 1974
97.88 BB King, b/w, 1973
97.89 Kingston Trio, b/w, 1959-1960
97.90 V.P. Jim Kitchens, b/w
97.91 Trainer Wes (Doc) Knight, b/w
97.92 Wes Knight-Trainer Coach, b/w
97.93 Lili Kraus, Pianist, b/w, 1973
97.94 Tim Kriehn, Editor M Book, b/w, 1971
97.95 Michael Landon, Professor of History, b/w, 1968
97.96 Dr. A.E. Lee, Student Health Services, b/w, 1969
97.97 Elaine Leggett Engineering Scholar, b/w, circa 1969-1970
97.98 The Lettermen, b/w, 1969
97.99 George London of the Metropolitan Opera, b/w, 1961
97.100 Archie Manning, b/w, 1971
Scope: Three items
97.101 Jerry Chalmers McCall, Executive Vice Chancellor, b/w
97.102 Jerry McCall with Ole Miss Delegation to Huntsville, b/w
Scope: Two items
97.103 Gene Price (McComb) President Phi Eta Sigma, b/w, 1959-1960
97.104 Terrence McNally and Elaine May, b/w
Scope: Three items
97.105 Lynda Lee Mead, Miss America 1960, in graduation regalia and Homecoming 1959, b/w, 1960,
1959
Scope: Two items
97.106 Coach Harry Mehre, Head Football Coach, b/w
97.107 Tsai Charles Ming-Hsiao, b/w
97.108 Dean Frank Moak, b/w 1972
97.109 Dean Frank Moak advising student, b/w
Scope: Five items
97.110 Mary Ann Mobley, Miss America, b/w, 1959
97.111 Mary Ann Mobley with coeds, b/w
98.1 Dean Sylvester A. Moorhead, Education, b/w
Scope: Eight items
98.2 Erica Morini, Violinist, b/w
98.3 Moon Mullins (left), Oxford Eagle office, b/w, 1958
98.4 Coach Billy Mustin, b/w
Scope: Two items
98.5 Binford T. Nash, b/w
98.6 Mrs. Irby C. Nichols, Chancellor Fortune, Bickerstaff, b/w
98.7 Fulbright Scholars and Rotary International: B. Nixon, F. Mullen, K. Smith, b/w, 1959
98.8 Charles Edward Myes, Assistant Vice Chancellor, b/w
98.9 "Beaux Stratagem" with Laaffe O’Connell and Jim Feltman, b/w
98.10 Leonard Pennario, b/w
98.11 Peter, Paul and Mary, b/w, 1968
98.12 Henry Peyre, Visiting Professor of Modern Language (French), b/w, 1962-1963
98.13 Dr. John Phay, b/w
Scope: Two items
98.14 Medical Studies Coeds (Phillips, Shelburn), b/w, 1972
98.15 Dean Pilkington and Dot Anderson, b/w
98.16 Coach Jim Poole, b/w
98.17 Coach Ray Poole, b/w
Scope: Two items
98.18 Price, b/w, 1971-1972
Scope: Two items
98.19 Dr. Thomas Pullen, b/w
Scope: Four items
98.20 Scholars-Doris Raymond, Preceptor, b/w, 1953[?]
98.21 Sparky Reardon, b/w
98.22 Bill Reed ASB President, 1971-1972, 1971
Scope: Five items
98.23 Visiting Artist Susan Reed and Dr. Louis Dollarhide, b/w
98.24 Ruggierd Ricci, Violinist, b/w
98.25 Chippy Robertson, Cully Med. Scholarship, b/w, 1971
98.26 Tri-State Editor, Commercial Appeal, Mr Eugene Rutledge, b/w, 1962
98.27 Nan Rutledge, Beauty Queen, b/w
98.28 Diane Schrienel and Danny Pang, Physics Experiment, b/w
98.29 Bob Scott, Chemistry, b/w
Scope: Three items
98.30 Prof. O.A. Shaw, Dean of the School of Education, b/w
98.31 Sidney Shaw, Auditor, b/w
Scope: Three items
98.32 Pre Med Director Dr F. Douglas Shields, 1971
98.33 Ruth Slenczynska, Pianist, b/w
98.34 Foraw[?] Smith Artists/Graphics, b/w
98.35 W. St. Amand, Outstanding Teacher, Biology, b/w, 1970
98.36 The St. Amands, Biology, b/w, 1971
98.37 Dr. Stefani, b/w
98.38 Martha Tate Stokely, Miss University of MS, b/w
98.39 George Street, b/w, 1968, 1973
Scope: Two items
98.40 Lt. Gov. Charles Sullivan, b/w, 1969
98.41 The Temptations, b/w, 1970
98.42 UM Benefactor Will M Ticer, b/w
98.43 Coach Bob Tyler, b/w
Scope: Two items
98.44 Kenny Vaughn, Vietnam War Protestor, b/w
98.45 Coach John Vaught, George Street, b/w
98.46 Coach Vaught, b/w, 1974
Scope: Two items
98.47 Coach Vaught and John Cain, b/w
98.48 Coach Vaught, b/w
98.49 James Monroe Wallace, Oldest Rebel Letterman, b/w
Scope: Two items
98.50 Gov. Waller, b/w, 1973
Scope: Three items
98.51 Dr. Ward, Biology, b/w
98.52 Dionne Warwick, b/w
98.53 Bill
98.54 Richard Wentworth "The Most Happy Fellow," 1960
98.55 Andrew White, Baritone
Scope: Two items
98.56 John Wm. White, Director of Physical Plant, 1971-1973
Scope: Three items
98.57 Pat White, Most Beautiful, 1970
98.58 Jamie Whitten’s daughter and friend, 1964
98.59 Roger Wicker ASB Press, 1972-1973
Scope: Two items
98.60 Roger Wicker, Becky Rungan, Lanny Griffith, 1972-1973
98.61 Emlyn Williams as Charles Dickens
98.62 Gov. John Bell Williams
98.63 Dr. Ken Wooton, financial aid, 1969-1972
Scope: Five items
98.64 Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering Lab MSFC Zoller, Noyes, McCall








98.70 Cheerleader Jan West
98.71 Cheerleaders, 1971-1972
98.72 Cheerleaders, 1973
98.73 Who’s Who, 1972
Scope: 26 items
98.74 Who’s Who, 1972
Scope: Seven items
98.75 Hall of Fame, 1968-1972
Scope: 19 items
98.76 Ole Miss Band, 1973-1974
Scope: Three items













98.86 Judicial council, 1973-1974
98.87 ASB officers, 1974-1975
98.88 Campus senate, 1973
Scope: Three items
98.89 Student Government Council, 1970-1971
98.90 ASB Cabinet, 1973-1974
99.1 ASB Cabinet, 1969-1970
99.2 Judicial Council
99.3 AWS Officers, 1973-1974
99.4 Campus senate
99.5 ASB Cabinet, 1970-1971
99.6 Student Government, 1972
99.7 ASB Cabinet Members, 1971-1972
Scope: Two items
99.8 ASB Officers, 1971-1972
Scope: Two items
99.9 AWS Officers, 1971-1972




99.13 AWS Officers, 1972-1973
99.14 Panhellenic Council, 1972
99.15 ASB Senate Meeting
99.16 Senate, 1971
Scope: Five items




99.19 Unidentified campus candids, 1970
Scope: 11
99.20 Unidentified campus candids, 1970
Scope: 17 items
99.21 Derby Day, 1971-1975
Scope: 11 items




99.24 Registration, late 1960s-early 1970s
Scope: 27 items
99.25 Physical fitness examination, 1961-1962
99.26 Karate, 1970-1972
Scope: Seven items
99.27 Financial aid, 1969
99.28 Straight "A" freshmen, 1965
99.29 Fulbright Scholars, 1967
99.30 University Scholars, 1965-1966
99.31 Fulbright scholars, 1972
99.32 Fulbright scholars, 1965-1966
Scope: Three items
99.33 Taylor Medal winners, 1965-1972
Scope: Five items
99.34 Phi Kappa Phi, 1962-1970
Scope: Eight items





99.38 Modern Dance, 1969-1971
Scope: Eight items













































100.4 Anderson Hall—Chemical Engineering Building, 1974
Scope: Two items
100.5 Library Addition—Architectural Rendering
100.6 The Library—exteriors, 1968[?]
Scope: Seven items
100.7 Unidentified Building
100.8 Library—periodicals room, 1959-1968
Scope: Two items
100.9 Microfilm—library , 1958
100.10 The Library—interiors, 1968-1972
Scope: 19 items




100.13 Cafeteria interior, 1969




100.17 Old Chemistry Building
100.18 Math Building
100.19 Carrier Hall construction, 1960-1961
Scope: Two items
100.20 Bishop Hall construction, 1967-1968
100.21 Coliseum Construction
100.22 Meek Hall Construction, 1959
100.23 George Peabody Building, 1961-1963
Scope: Four items
100.24 Bishop Hall
100.25 Law Annex Construction, 1958
Scope: Two items




100.29 Bondurant Hall with snow
100.30 Dedication of the New Library, 1951
100.31 Mississippi Room
100.32 Old Chancellor’s Residence
100.33 Alumni House—Continuing Education, 1958
Scope: Eight items
100.34 Union/Post Office, 1973-1974
Scope: Seven items







100.39 Old Chapel (in Y Building), 1964
100.40 New Ticket Office—Hemingway Stadium
100.41 Special Committee, 1969
100.42 Concert, 1971
Scope: Two items
100.43 The Kids Next Door—Choral Group
100.44 Up with People, 1969
Scope: Three items
100.45 Grove Picnic—Legislative Day , 1972
Scope: Three items
100.46 American Ballet Theatre-"The Combat"
Scope: Two items
100.47 Eastman String Quartet, 1958
100.48 "The Most Happy Fellow," 1959
100.49 Ralph Marterie’s Band
100.50 Goldovsky Grand Opera Theatre—"Don Giovanni," 1960
100.51 "Rigoletto," 1966-1967
100.52 The Cleveland Playhouse performs "Arms and the Man," 1962
Scope: Three items
100.53 "Spoon River," 1964
Scope: Five items
100.54 Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, 1963-1964
100.55 New Orleans Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, 1965-1966
Scope: Three items
100.56 Die Kammer Musiker
100.57 American Ballet Theatre, "Les Sylphides"
Scope: Two items
100.58 Gilbert and Sullivan For All, Ltd.
Scope: Two items
100.59 Balanchine’s "Four Temperaments"
Scope: Two items
100.60 The Pennsylvania Ballet, 1971
Scope: Six items




100.64 Editors of Student Publications, 1968-1969
100.65 Yerby[?], 1973
100.66 Oldest Living Ole Miss Grads
Scope: Two items
100.67 Board of Trustees, 1968
Scope: Two items




100.70 Senator P.H. Purvis, 1972
Scope: Two items
100.71 Legislative Day, 1972
Scope: 34 items
